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DEMOCRACY ON THE FRONTIER:
STATEHOUSE AND COURTHOUSE IN
ANTE·BELLUM TEXAS
by RALPH A. WOOSTER
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In 1860, on the eve of the American Civil War, the frontier state of Texas
had one of the most democratic structures of government in the United States. 1
Both the Constitutions of 1836 and 1845 provided for direct election of the
governor, members of the legislature, and county officials. Judges and other
executive officers became elective officials through constitutional amendments
in 1850. No property or militia restrictions for voting or officeholding existed
and residency requirements were simple. Reapportionment of the legislature was
regularly undertaken and basically fair. l From the statehouse to the local
courthouse the people were represented by public officials responsive to their
needs and wishes.
The Constitution of 1845, under which Texans were governed in the pre-
Civil War decade, was ''well designed and well written."8 Modeled largely upon
the constitution of the Republic (1836) but influenced also by the newly com-
pleted Louisiana constitution, the 1845 Texas constitution ideally suited the spirit
of nineteenth century Texans. In it there was a buoyant optimism and exuberant
confidence in the common man, along with a simplicity soon to pass with the
growing complexity of society. Much was said in the 1845 document about the
rights of manj comparatively little was said about banking, incorporation, and
property rights. Voting and officeholding requirements were simple. All free.
adult males who were citizens of the United States or the Republic of Texas and
who resided in the state one year and in the county six months prior to election
were entitled to vote. Indians not taxed and Africans and their descendants
were specificaUy excluded from voting. 4 As in other states military personnel of
the Federal government were ineligible to vote. Qualifications for office were
basically the same as for voting although some offices had special requirements
in respect to age and residency. Ministers of the gospel were specifically barred
from serving in the legislature and duelists were excluded from all public offices. 5
As in the twentieth century, ante-bellum Texas governors held office for
two years. Unlike today. however, ante-bellum governors were ineligible to
serve more than four years in any six year period. Under the Constitution of
1845 the governor was required to be thirty years of age, a citizen of the United
States, and a resident of the state three years prior to election. His powers were
similar to those of other southern executives. He was the "chief magistrate:'
the commander of the state's armed forces, and could" inform, advise, and
recommend to the legislature. He had the power to veto legislation and such a
veto could be overridden only by a two-thirds vote. Originally he held vast
appointive power and could name all judges, the secretary of state, and the
attorney general, but he lost the power to appoint judges and the attorney general
under a constitutional amendment in 1850. As in other states much of the
power exercised by the governor depended upon the personality of the man
Ralph A. Wooster is a Professor of History at Lamar University. He is
the author of The People in Power: Courthouse and Statehouse in the Lower
South, 1850-1860, published by the University of Tennessee Press in 1969.
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occupying the chief executive's chair. A strong personality did not necessarily
mean a strong governor because his powers were too limited, but a strong
personality could mean a governor with considerable influence. a
The first governor of the state was the courtly lawyer-diplomat J. Pinckney
Henderson. North Carolina-born Henderson had served as soldier, attorney
general, secretary of state, minister to England and France, envoy to the United
States, and member of the convention of 1845 prior to his election as governor. 7
His administration had just begun when the War with Mexico began. Henderson
asked for and received permission frOm the legislature to command Texas troops
in the field. Thus, he was out of the state for six months, during which time the
lieutenant governor, Albert C. Horton, a wealthy planter and veteran legislator,
presided over affairs of state. I Henderson did not seek reelection and was
succeeded by George T. Wood in December, 1847.
Governor Wood, like his predecessor, had served in the Mexican War. A
large plantation owner in Liberty county, Wood had had previous legislative
experience in Georgia before coming to Texas. He had served in the Texas
Congress, the convention of 1845, and the state senate prior to his election as
governor.u He was opposed in his bid for reelection in 1849 by another Mexican
War veteran, Peter H. Bell, and in a bitter contest marked by personal vindictive-
ness On both sides Wood was defeated.
•
"
•
•
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Peter H. Bell, elected in 1849 and reelected in 1851, was the first governor
of the state to serve two terms. A veteran of San Jacinto and Buena Vista, Bell
was a staunch states-righter and advocated an aggresive policy in asserting
Texas' claim to the area around Santa Fe in his first term of office.to His re·
election over four opponents in 1851 was consIdered a triumph for the more ;;
militant. pro-southern faction in the state. Bell was followed in office, however,
by the more moderate Elisha M. Pease, Connecticut-born lawyer, elected in
1853. 11
The administrations of Governor Pease are noteworthy for the acceleration
of political activity in the state and the formulation of political party organiza-
tions. Prior to Pease's term politics in the state had been mainly on a personal
basis with much attention focusing On the hero of San Jacinto, first President
and United States Senator Sam Houston, For a decade Texans had been "pro-
Houston" or "anti-Houston" and little else mattered. Most Texans considered
themselves Democrats but party organization had been virtually non-existent.
A few planters and merchants espoused the principles of the Whig party but its
!ltrength was small. In 1851 Ben H. Epperson of Red River county ran for
governor with Whig support against Bell but was decisively defeated. In 1853,
however, the Whigs made their best showing in an all·out effort to capture the
chief executive's chair with the candidacy of the popillar and able jurist William
B. Ochiltree. H At first the Democrats had three candidates in the field, but
when it became apparent that such division might be costly. two of them
withdrew and threw their support to the third, Elisha M. Pease, who defeated
Ochiltree.
Pease's victory Over Och.'tree momentanly unified the Democrats but with
the decline of the Whigs, interest in political organization once again lapsed.
The Democratic state convention of 1855 drew delegates from only twelve
counties. These delegates contented themselves with endorsing the objectives of
•
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the national party and the candidacies of Governor Pease and Lieutenant Gov-
ernor David C. Dickson for reelection, and then went home. But soon there-
after the emergence of a new political force changed the complexion of Texas
politics and Texas Democrats were forced to end their lethargy.
This new force which emerged in the mid-fifties was the American, or Know
Nothing, party. In 1854 this party, which originated in the East but made deep
inroads in the South, capitalized on resentment to the increasing number of
foreigners in the state and won local elections in San Antonio. These were
followed by the election of an American as mayor of Galveston in the spring of
1855.11 With this growing strength party leaders met at Washington-an-the-
Brazos in June and announced their party's slate of candidates for the coming
state elections. Heading the party ticket as candidate for governor was Lieu-
tenant Governor David C. Dickson, who had previously been given the blessings
of the state Democrats in his bid for reelection. 14
The Democrats hastily called another meeting for Austin, where they
reaffirmed their support for Governor Pease, denounced Dickson and secret
political factions, and nominated Hardin R. Runnels for lieutenant governor.
The Democratic counterattack was so effective that some Know Nothing candi·
dates, inclUding Stephen F. Crosby, Commissioner of the General Land Office,
who was running for reelection and had earlier accepted Know Nothing support,
deserted the new party and returned to the Democratic fold. 18 Although the
Know Nothings managed to elect over a dozen legislators, their ticket as a whole,
including gubernatorial candidate Dickson, was soundly defeated. 11
Many predicted the Know Nothing movement would continue to grow and
the 1856 party convention, thrown open to the public and held in the hall of
representatives in Austin, attracted a good crowd." But the party disintegrated
rather steadily both nationally and locally and by 1857 had virtually disappeared
in Texas. In that year remnants of the old party generally supported Sam
Houston, who was running for governor as an independent opposed to the
regular Democratic nominee Hardin R. Runnels.
The contest between Houston, who had been censured by the state legisla·
ture for his opposition to the Kansas-Nebraska bill in the United States Senate,
and Runnels, who had served as lieutenant governor under Pease, was a fierce
one. Although Houston campaigned valiantly on hi~ record as a Jackson Demo·
crat, the full forces of the regular party organization, now dominated by southern
radicals, moved against him and in support of Mississippi-born Runnels. Much
criticism in the campaign was leveled against Houston's actions in the Senate,
actions which in the eyes of extremists constituted a betrayal of the interest of
Texas. The result was the defeat of Houston and the election of Runnels as
governor of the state. Two years later in an equally bitter contest fought on
much the same issues, Houston reversed the verdict by defeating Runnels. 18
Houston's victory over Runnels was not only a personal one but also a triumph
for the forces of moderation.
Thus six men-Henderson, Wood, Bell, Pease, Runnels, and Houston-
served as governor of Texas in the fifteen years between annexation and 'Seces·
sian. All but one, Pease, had been born in the South and even he was considered
an "old Texan." All but one, Runnels, had seen military service of some type
and all were either lawyers or planters, sometimes both. All were slaveholders,
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but only Wood owned a large plantation. In age they ranged from Runnels,
who was only thirty-seven at the time of his election, to Houston, who was
sixty-six when chosen governor. Two, Henderson and BeU, were in their late
thirties; one, Pease, was in his early forties; and another, Wood, was in his
mid·fifties. Only two of them, Henderson and Pease, had much formal tutoring,
but they all had been wen educated in the school of experience. With the
exception of Bell all of them had had legislative experience prior to becoming
governor. Three of them, Henderson, Runnels, and Houston, had had prior
executive service. By personal characteristics, by practical experience, and by
station in life all six were welt qualified to serve as governor of the state.
Under the Constitution of 1845 as originally adopted the governor and the
lieutenant governor were the only executive officers chosen by popular election.
The attorney general, secretary of state, and commissioner of the general land
office were appointed by the governor; the comptroller of public accounts and
state treasurer were chosen by the Iegislature. 19 This was changed by constitu-
tional amendment in 1850; henceforth all executive officers except the secretary
of state were chosen by the people.
There was considerable rotation of personnel in most of the executive
offices, both under the appointive and elective systems. Seven individuals served
as lieutenant governor in the period 1846-1861. Only one, lieutenant governor
John A. Greer, 1847-1851, held office more than one term. There were also
seven secretaries of state for the period with only one, Edward Clark, 1853-1856,
serving two terms. There were nine attorneys general; only one, Thomas J.
Jennings, 1852-1854, held office more than one term. There were only five
commissioners of the land office as two of them, Stephen Crosby. 1851-1856, and
Francis M. White. 1857-1861, served more than one term. The greatest con-
tinuity was in the treasurer's and comptroller's offices; in each case two men,
James H. Raymond, 1846-1856, and C. H. Randolph, 1856-1861, as treasurer,
and James B. Shaw, 1846-1856, and C. R. Johns, 1857-1861, as comptroller,
served the entire period. 29
The center of governmental activity in pre-Civil War Texas was the state
legislature. Here rotation in office was even more pronounced than in the
executive branch. In the lower house, for example, 440 men served in the decade
prior to the Civil War but only sixty of these individuals, or 13.9 per cent, served
in more than one legislature. Forty-nine of these sixty served only two terms;
nine served three terms; one, N. B. Charlton, served four terms; and one,
Hamilton P. Bee, served five terms. 21 The turnover in personnel was not quite
so rapid in the senate and the fact that only half of its members were chosen
every two years meant there would be more experienced members present than
in the house, but even here there were always many new faces. In the eighth
legislature chosen in 1859, for example, toBy half of the senators had had no
previous senate service, and this was a legislature with more experienced mem-
bers than most. And of those who had had previous senate experience only
eight, or about one-fourth of the total body, had previously served more than
one full term.n
A survey of personal characteristics of members of two Texas legislative
bodies, those of 1849-1850 and 1859-1860, shows that most members were in
their thirties and forties in years of age. The members of the 1850 legislature
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were quite young; the median of thirty-five years is lower than that in any other
state in the lower South for that same year.n
Only six members of that body were fifty years of age or older. Only one
of these. Jesse Grimes, was in his sixties. Members of the 1860 legislature were
slightly older, with nearly one-fourth of the members aged fifty years or more.
Median age for the 1860 body was 42 years. In both legislatures senators,
median 38 years in 1850 and 42 years in 1860, were older than representatives,
median 35 years and 41 years, respectively.
Although most members of the two legislatures were born in the slave-
holding states, a greater portion of them came from the states of the upper South
than from states of the lower South.H Thirty-nine legislators in 1850, or 58.2
per cent, and fifty-five in 1860, or 50.0 per cent, were born in states of the upper
South. Nineteen legislators in 1850, or 28.4 per cent, and thirty-eight in 1860,
or 34.2 per cent, were born in the lower South. Seven legislators in 1850 and
thirteen in 1860 were born in the North and two in 1850 and five in 1860 were
born outside the United States. Tenne-ssee, birthplace of more immigrants to
Texas in the whole population than any other state, was the leading place of
birth for legislators in both 1850 and 1860. There were no Alabamians in the
1850 body and only eight in the 1860 assembly, even though that state ranked
second as a birthplace for immigrants to Texas. North Carolina. on the other
ha.nd, which ranked seventh as a place of birth for Texans, furnished seventeen
legislators, and Virginia, which ranked eleventh as. place of birth, furnished
twenty legislators for the same period.2r. There were no native-born Texans in
the 1850 legislature but there were five in the 1860 body.
Thirty-two members in 1850, or 50.0 per cent, and fifty·two members in
1860, or 46.0 per cent, were listed in the federal census as farmers or planters.
Sixteen members in 1850, or 25.0 per cent, and thirty members in 1860, or
26.6 per cent, were listed as lawyers. Thus approximately one-half of the legis-
lators in the two groups were farmers or planters and approximately one-fourth
were lawyers. The other one·fourth of the members were merchants, physicians,
stockmen, and tradesmen. One legislator, B. F. Ross of Tyler, was also the
sheriff of the county in spite of a constitutional prohibition against holding
these two offices at the same time. Forbes Britton of Nueces listed his occupa~
tion as "soldier," and Jefferson Hall of Travis listed his occupation as "sportsman."
Fifty-five of the sixty-four members of the 1850 legislature whose enumera·
tions could be located in the federal census, or 85.9 per cent, were holders of
real property. The percentage of real property holders in the legislature was
slightly higher in 1860 as 102 of the 113 members whose enumerations could
be located in the census, or 90.3 per cent, were holders of real property. These
holdings were relatively small, the median for the whole legislature $2,500 in
1850 and $6,228 in 1860. Senators, median $4,154 in 1850 and $10.000 in 1860,
were as might be expected wealthier than house members. median $2.000 in
1850 and $8.600 in 1860.'6 Largest individual holders of real property in the
two legislative bodies were C. W. Buckley of Ft. Bend (5200,000), C. C. Herbert
of Colorado ($346,082), Haden H. Edwards of Nacogdoches ($150,000), Samuel
A. Maverick of Bexar ($171,000). and Robert 1. Townes ($100.000) and Eggle-
ston D. Townes ($120,000) both of Travis.
Personal property figures are not available for the 1850 legislature U but
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have been examined for holdings of members of the 1860 body. In that year ..
106 legislators, or 96.4 per cent of those located in the census, were listed as
holders of personal property. Senators, with a median of $15,000, were .~
wealthier in personal property than house members, median $10,000. Median
for the whole legislature in personal property was $11,000. Largest individual
holders of personal property were C. W. Buckley of Ft. Bend ($125,000) and
Robert J. Townes of Travis ($ 150,OOO}.
If the two legislatures studied are indicative of the period, the percentage of
slaveholders serving in Texas state government was increasing in the late ante-
bellum period. There were only 31 slaveholders, or 38.8 per cent of the whole
body, in the 1850 legislature, compared to 75 slaveholders, or 54.1 per cent of
the whole body, in the 1860 body. The percentage of planters (i.e., those holding
20 or more slaves), while small in both legislatures, was also increasing. There
were only five planters, or 6.2 per cent of the 1850 legislature and there were
twenty-five, or 18.1 per cent, in the 1860 legislature. As the number of oon-
slaveholders was so high in 1850, the median holding for that year was less than
one slave. In 1860 the median for the whole legislature was two slaves, with the
median for representatives, three, higher than that for senators, one. The only
legislator in the two bodies studied who held 100 or more slaves was C. W.
Buckley of Ft. Bend, owner of 108 slaves in 1860.
Comparison of county data and individual slaveholding indicates that non-
slaveholding legislators tended to come from counties with very small percent-
ages of slaves in the total population and that slaveholding legislators tended to
come from counties with at least 25 per cent slaves in the total population.
Sixty of the non-slaveholding legislators, for example, represented Texas counties
with less than 25 per cent slaves, forty-four represented counties with from 25
to 50 per cent slaves, seven from 50-75 per cent slaves, and one a county with
over 7S per cent slaves. to Only twenty·three slaveholding legislators, on the
other hand, represented counties with less than 25 per cent slave population, and
only two of these, T. R. Cocke and J. W. Rose of Victoria, were planters.
Sixty·eight slaveholding legislators came from counties with 25 to 50 per cent
slaves and fifteen came from counties with over 50 per cent slaves. 2 9
The vast majority of legislators for the period were members of the Demo~
cratie party. The Know Nothing party made some inroads in the mid-fifties and
elected over a dozen representatives and several senators in 1855 but the bulk of
legislators were Democrats. This of course did not mean complete harmony as
there were various shades of opinion among Democrats, many supporting the
regular party organization in its struggle against Houston in the late fifties, other~
joining Houston in the independent Democratic movement and forming the so-
called "Opposition" faction in the legislatllre.~o Some legislators, such as Ben H.
Epperson of Red River who ran for governor as a Whig in 1851, served as an
elector for the Know Nothings in 1855, and was elected to the legislature in 1859
as a member of the Opposition, moved from one faction to another but remained
constantly at odds with the controlling political party. Even with the increased
emphasis upon party organization in the late fifties there was never anything like
party discipline in the pre·Civil War Texas legislature and the rapid turnover in
legislative personnel made passage of any party ''program'' an almost impossible
feat.
Compared with the turnover of membership in the legislative branch the
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Texas supreme court showed amazing stability in personnel in the late ante-
bellum period, for in the fifteen years of statehood prior to the Civil War only
five men served on this the highest state court. Under the Constitution of 1836
members of the court, all but one of whom were also district judges, had been
chosen for a four year term by the legislature, but in 1845 this was changed to
provide for a three man body, one chief justice and two associates, who had no
other judicial duties and who were appointed by the governor for six years. 81
Under this proviso Governor Henderson appointed John Hemphill, the distin-
guished jurist who had been presiding over the supreme court of the Republic,
as the first chief justice of the state supreme court. A soft-spoken South Caro-
linian, Hemphill served as head of the state's highest court for the next twelve
years and by the time of his retirement from the bench to accept appointment
to the United States Senate was known as the "John Marshall of Texas."32 As
associates of Hemphill, Governor Henderson appointed Royal T. Wheeler and
Abner S. Lipscomb. The two proved stable choices; Lipscomb served until his
death in 1856 and Wheeler continued to serve on the court through the Civil
War, becoming chief justice when Hemphi1l resigned. 33
All judgeships became elective by a constitutional amendment in 1850 but
this did not disturb the make-up of the supreme court for Hemphill, Wheeler, and
Lipscomb were all chosen by the voters. In 1856 when the state legislature
increased the salary of all judges the three resigned but were promptly reelected
by the voters. With Lipscomb's death in late 1856 the first change in the com-
position of the court occurred. District judge and future governor of the state
Oran M. Roberts was appointed to succeed Lipscomb and in February, 1857,
assumed his place on the high state tribunal. He was joined in August, 1858, by
James H. Bell, another district judge, who was chosen to replace Hemphill, and
who had resigned to accept service in the United States Senate. At the same
time Royal Wheeler became presiding judge of the court,3~
As noted above members of the supreme court usually came from the
state's district courts. The judges of these courts were chosen in the same
manner as those on the high court and here, too, there was considerable stability
as to membership. A survey of names of district judges in the period reveals
some of the state's most distinguiShed leaders: William B. Ochiltree, R. E. B.
Baylor, John Hancock, John H. Reagan, and Robert J. Townes, to mention a
few. U The judges of these courts had original jurisdiction in aU criminal cases
and in all civil Cases involving one hundred doUars or more. 3~ The constitution
placed no limitation upon the number of such courts and as the needs of the
state gr,ew so did the number of district courts. Rarely did a session of the
legislature pass in the pre-war decade without the establishment of a new district
court. There were twelve such courts in 1850, sixteen by 1855, and twenty
by 1860."
The Constitution of 1845 also provided for the creation of inferior courts
in all the counties to grant letters testamentary, settle accounts of executors,
administrators, and guardians, and transact business pertaining to estates. The
functions of these courts were shifted to the chief justice of the county court in
1848.as Henceforth, he was not only the presiding officer over the governing
body of the county but was. probate judge as well. Along with the justice of
peace, whose courts heard civil cases involving no more than $100 and criminal
cases where the fine did not exceed $100,39 the probate judge handled thousands
of cases that directly affected or touched the plain people of the state.
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The county court, made up of the chief justice and fOUf commissioners, all
popularly elected for a two year term, was as in the other southern states the
center of connty government. tO The structure and role of the court had not
changed much since the days of the Republic. Among the many functions of
the court were supervising elections, establishing ferries, laying out roads, build-
ing bridges, appointing patrols for the county, caring for the poor, maintaining
public buildings, licensing liquor retailers, and establishing quarantine regulations.
The court had the power to levy and collect a county tax and to appropriate
funds for the payment of all county bills. It also examined the accounts of the
county treasurer and published an annual financial report on the condition of the
county. And, finally, the court constituted a board of school commissioners
empowered to create school districts within the county.41
In personal characteristics, the membership of the county court in ante-
bellum Texas was much like that of the state legislature. A study of personal
data for chief justices and county commissioners for 1860 shows a median age
of forty years, only two years different from that of legislators for that year. 4t
Approximately half of the county court members were born in the upper South,
51.2 per cent of the justices and 46.5 per cent of the commissioners listed in the
census born in the upper tier of slaveholding states, a ratio comparable to that
of legislators for 1860. Twenty-eight justices, or 31.2 per cent, were born in
the lower South, eight in the North, and eight outside the United States. One
hundred and forty-four commissioners, or 39.9 per cent, were born in the lower
South, twenty-two were born in the North, and twenty-seven born outside the
United States. As in the case of the legislature, there were more justices, seven-
teen, and commissioners, sixty·eight, born in Tennessee than in any other state. fa
A majority of county court members in the pre-war decade were engaged in
agriculture, Only 40 of the 92 chief justices whose occupations were listed in
the census, or 43.5 per cent, gave their occupations as farmer, but 259 of the
322 conunissioners, or 80.4 per cent, were farmers. Too, the percentage of
farmers among chief justices rises if the fifteen individuals who simply listed
their occupation as "chief justice," or 'judge," or "commissioner" are eliminated.
Lawyers, sixteen in number, or 17.4 per cent, were the second largest group
among among the chief justices, whereas stock raisers, thirty·eight in number,
or 11.8 per cent, were the second largest group among commissioners. In con~
trast there were only three stock raisers among the chief justices and two
lawyers among the commissioners. The wide variety of occupations listed for
members of the court makes impractical a complete listing here but among the
more numerous were merchants, millers, masons, and carpenters. Some of the
commissioners listed another public office as their occupation-one, for example,
gave his occupation as county treasurer. And several supplemented their incomes
by serving as justices of the peace as well; in at least seven counties commissioners
were serving as justices of the peace at the same time they held positions on the
county COUft. H One commissioner, W. H. Harrison of Upshur, was also a state
legislator.
Most chief justices and county commissioners were small property holders.
Eighty-three of the 91 justices, or 91.2 per cent, and 309 of the 364 commission-
ers, or 82.1 per cent, were listed in the federal census as holders of real property.
The justices, median $3,000, held slightly more real property than the commis-
sioners, median $2,000, but the difference was not great. Eighty-seven justices,
or 95.6 per cent, and 354 commissioners, or 97.3 per cent, held personal property.
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Here the commissioners, median $3,500, were ahead of the chief justices, median
$3,000. None of the over 450 county court members studied had over $100,000
in either real or personal property and only four, all commissioners, held over
$100,000 in combined property"~
The majority of chief justices and county commissioners in the late ante-
bellum period were non-slaveholders or small slaveholders. Forty-one of 99
chief justices, or 41.4 per cent, and 166 of 423 commissioners, or 39.3 per cent,
were slaveholders. Of these only thirty, Or 14.5 per cent of the slaveholders,
held twenty or more slaves and would be classified as planters. Only seven of
these held fifty or more slaves and no one on the court held one hundred slaves.
Over sixty per cent of the slaveholders on the court held less than ten slaves. U
Together with the non-slaveholders they constituted 85.4 per cent of the county
court membership_
Rotation in office for members of the county court was almost as high as
that for state legislators. In the period 1854-1861, 1,397 individuals served as
county commissioners, and of this number only 231, or 16.5 per cent, held
office more than one term. One hundred and eighty·nine commissioners served
two terms during the period, 37 served three terms, and 4 served four terms.
There was not quite such a turnover among the chief justices, but even here
three of every four judges held office for only two years. Of the 294 chief
justices chosen during the period, 215 served only one term, 59 served two
terms, and 6 served fOUT terms. 41 Whatever the reason, be it a belief in the
democratic concept of rotating governmental personnel or simply a desire to
escape the time-consuming and little rewarding burden of public service, this
rapid turnover in personnel meant that large numbers of Texans had an oppor-
tunity to serve on the ante-bellum county court.
In addition to members of the county court there were numerous other
officials who served their communities in some official capacity. Each county
was divided into several justice's' precincts and in each of these there were two
justices of the peace elected by the voters every two years. There was no
uniformity as to the number of justice precincts but examination of election
registers indicates the typical county eJected ten to fifteen justices in the pre·
Civil War years. Here again there was much rotation in office: in forty-one
counties studied 1,390 individuals served as justice of the peace in the period
1854-1861 and only 172 of these, or 13.4 per cent, held office longer than one
term. Only 46 of these served more than two terms" s
Then as now the sheriff was the principal law enforcement officer within
the county. Popularly elected for a two year term, he was ineligible under the
constitution to serve more than four years out of six. t9 In most cases, however,
he served only the one term: of 314 elected during the period 1854-1861 only 74
individuals, or 20.4 per cent, served a second term. so Although he was the
conservatOr of the peace and upholder of the law, much of his time and also
that of the county constables (one for each justice precinct), was spent in serving
processes and other legal papers. Originally, the sheriff also had the duty of
assessing and coUecting taxes, but under the Constitution of 1845 a new officer,
the assessor and collector of taxes, was given these duties. n Working closely
with the sheriff and the assessor-collector were the other county officials, the
treasurer, coroner, ljurveyor, and county clerk. Like other county officers they,
too, were chosen by the voters for a two year term.
From the standpoint of the adult, white male, Texas county government in
the pre·Civii War decade period was democratic. True, there was as in the other
southern state"!, considerable interference from the legislature in purely local
affairs, and this interference was growing rather than diminishing.;i~ But the
legislature itself was basically democratic and susceptible to the wishes of the
populace. There were some instances where one family played a predominate
role in county affairs-sometimes through political influence and other times
through domination of the county governmental machinery;,a but these cases
were the exception to the general rule. The fact that there were no property
qualifications for voting and that all county offices were elective meant that the
plain people of Texas bad an opportunity to participate directly in county
affairs. For good or bad the constant shifting of personnel meant that new
faces were directing the governmental machinery, sitting on the county courts,
serving the legal papers, keeping the peace, and auditing the books. Here was
nineteenth century democracy in action.
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lThe tenn "democratic" is used here in the nineteenth century sense, i.e.,
adult, white, male suffrage,
2There were reapportionment laws passed in 1848, 1853, and 1860. H. P. N.
Gammel, The Laws of Texas, 1822-1897 (10 vels., Austin, 1898), 111, 311-16;
IV, 1289-94, 1402-08. The decision to base apportionment in the upper house
upOn qualified electors rather than the total white population was a concession
to the frontier areas of the state where there were fewer children and women.
See also Francis N. Thorpe (comp.), The Federal and State Constitutions,
Colonial Charters, and Other Organic Laws (7 vols., Washington, 1909), VI,
3547-68; Frederic L. Paxson, "The Constitution of Texas, 1845," Southwestern
Historical Quarterly, XVIII (April, 1915), 386·98; and Annie Laura Middleton
"The Formation of the Texas Constitution of 1845," (M.A. thesis, University of
Texas, 1920), for constitutional provisions.
~Rupert N. Richardson, Ernest Wallace, Adrian Anderson, Texas, the Lone
Star State (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1970), 135.
·Paxson, "The Constitution of Texas, 1845," Southwestern Historical Quar-
terly, xvrn, 392, points out that an early draft of the Constitution of 1845 had
provided that "free white males" were eligible to vote but objection was raised
to this because of doubt prevailing among some Texans as to the color of
Mexicans, So the word 'Iwhite" was struck out and a phrase was added barring
Indians and Negroes.
5Thorpe, Fedual and State Constitutions, VI, 3549-52, 3560,
5For the governor's role in Texas prior to the Civil War see Fred Gantt, Jr.,
The Chief Executive in Texas (Austin, 1964), 15-27,
TFor biographical information on Henderson see Robert Glenn Winchester,
James Pinckney Henderson, Texas First Governor (San Antonio. 1971); Claude
Elliott, "James Pinckney Henderson," in WaIter P. Webb, ed., The Handbook of
Texas (2 vols., Austin, 1952), T, 795-96; J. G. deR. Hamilton, "James Pinckney
Henderson," Dictionary of American Biography, VIII, 526-27; Biographical
Directory of the Texan Conventions and Congresses, /832-1845 (Huntsville, 1942),
100; Elizabeth Yates Morris, "Jarues Pinckney Henderson," (M.A. thesis, Univer-
sity of Texas, 1931); Biographical Directory of the American Congress, 1774·
1961 (Washington, 1961), 1039.
8L. W. Kemp, "Albert Clinton Horton," in Handbook of Texas, I, 840.
II. E. Wheat, "George T. Wood," in Handbook of Texas, I, 929·30; S, H.
German, "Governor George Thomas Wood," Southwestern Historical Quarterly,
XX (January, 1917), 260-68; Louella Styles Vincent, "Governor George Thomas
Wood," ibid" 269-76; Biographical Directory of the Texan Conventions and
Congresses. 192·93; James T. DeShields, They Sat in High Places (San Antonio,
1940), 179·83; and L. E, Daniell, Personnel of the Texas State Government with
Sketches of Representative Men of Texas (San Antonio, 1892), 33,
lOCharies W. Ramsdell, "Peter Hansborough Bell," Dictionary of American
Biography, II, 160-61; "Peter Hansborough Bell," in Handbook of Texas, T, 141;
Daniell, Personnel of the Texas State Government, 34; and Biographical Directory
of American Congress. 539.
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l1Bell resigned a month before the end of his term to take a seat in the
Congress. Lieutenant Governor James W. Henderson served as chief executive
until the inauguration of Pea.<>e. For biographical information on Pease see
Charles Shirley Potts, "Elisha Marshall Pease," Dictionary of American Biog-
raphy, XIV, 368·69; Amelia W. Williams, "Elisha Marshall Pease," in Handbook
of Texas, II, 351·52; and Benjamin H. Miller, "Elisha Marshall Pease, A Biog-
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Party in Texas," 105. The elections of 1855 are also covered in Ben H.
Procter, Not Without Honor: The Life of John H. Reagan (Austin, 1962), 90-93;
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2lBased upon a study of names given in Tommy Yett, (comp.), Members of
the Legislature of the State of Texas from 1846 to 1939 (Austin, 1939).
2~Fourteen senators had served in the lower house of the legislature but
several of these, M. M. Potter and E. E. Lott for example, also had previous
senate service and are included among that group.
nRalph A. Wooster, Tile People in Power: Courthouse and Statehouse in
the Lower South, 1850-1860 (Knoxville, 1969), 29. Personal characteristics of
the legislators are taken from the manuscript returns of the United States census,
1850 and 1860; The Handbook of Texas: and Biographical Directory of the
Texan Conventions and Congressa.
2lThere were slightly more Texans in the total population born in the states
of the upper South than in the lower South if native~born Texans are not included.
If the 153,043 native~born Texans are included, however, there are one and
one~half times as many Texas residents of 1860 born in the lower South as in the
upper South. Eighth Census of the United States, vol. I, Population (Washing-
ton, 1864), 490,
uLoc. Cit.
~61f only those holding real property are included the Senate median was
$5,000 in 1850 and $8,600 in 1860; house median for real property holders only
was $3,500 in 1850 and $8,000 in 1860. A breakdown of the holdings of Texas
legislators is given in Wooster, The People in Power, 152.
~7The federal census returns for 1850 did not include persona) property.
For a description of the census schedules see Barnes F. Lathrop, "History from
the Census Returns," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, LI (April, 1948),293-312.
20The writer was unable to locate any slaves for Senator George Quinan of
Wharton, the only county with over 75 per cent slaves in the total population.
~PSlave percentages based upon Eighth Census of United States, vol. I,
Population, 484-86.
3~Crews, I'Know Nothing Party in Texas," 105, notes the difficulty of
ascertaining affiliation of legislative members in Texas. In writing of the
election of 1855 she comments "uncertainty as to the party affiliation of candi~
dates elected to the state senate and legislature was general." The Galveston
Weekly News, August 16, August 30, September 6, 1850 labels twenty~three
members of the 1859-60 body "Democrats" and sixty members ·'Opposition."
31J. H. Davenport, The History of the Supreme Court of the State of Texas
(Austin, 1917), 28-29; John C. Townes, "Development of the Texas Judicial
System," Quarterly of the Texas State Historical Association, II (July, 1898),
29-53, 134~51; and James W, McClendon, "Judicial System," in Handbook of
Texas, I, 931-32.
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uV. O. Key, "A History of Texas County Government," (M.A. thesis, Uni-
versity of Texas, 1930), 42-46; Dick Smith, 'The Development of Local Govern-
ment Units in Texas," (Ph.D. thesis, Harvard University, 1938), 30-31; Gammel,
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uWallace C. Murphy, County Government and Administration in Texas
(Austin: University of Texas Bulletin No. 3324, 1933), 9-12; Hennan G. James,
County Government in Texas (Austin: University of Texas Bulletin No. 2525,
revised ed. by Irvin Stewart, 1925), 9-12. See also E, A. Stevens, County Com-
missioners and the Powers and Duties of Commissioner's Courts (Austin, 1923);
James A. Hankerson, Jr., "The Office of the County Judge in Texas" (M,A.
thesis, University of Texas, 1952), 13-17; and Seymour Connor, ''The Evolution
of County Government in the Republic of Texas," Southwe:'itern Historical
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UMany of the published inventories of county records have good descrip-
tions of the county court and its functions. See especially Texas Historical
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"Election Register, 1854-1861," in the Texas State Archives, Austin, Texas.
Personal data taken from the manuscript returns of the United States Census,
1860.
"Forty-five Alabamians were among the 361 commissioners whose place of
birth was determined; a much higher ratio of Alabamians than found in the
legislature.
HThese counties were Braws, Burleson, Collin, Hamilton, Hidalgo, Grayson,
and Guadalupe. "Election Register, 1854-1861."
HThree of these four, R. M. Collins, Joseph Bates, and John Adriance, Were
... from Brazoria county. George J. Bowie from neighboring Matagorda county
was the fourth.
•
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•
UMedian for slaveholders among the chief justices was six slaves; among
the commissioners seven slaves.
~7Based upon the manuscript "Election Register, 1854-1861."
481bid.
HThorpe, Federal and State Constitutions, VI, 3555.
,oBased upon the manuscript "Election Register, 1854-1861."
uGammel, Laws of Texas, 1822-189'7, II, 1653-64; III, 196, 647.
UKey, "History of Texas County Government," 51-52; and Smith, "Develop-
ment of Local Government Units," 34-35.
-. uIn Bastrop county, for example, a different Billingsly served as county
commissioner, justice of the peace, and treasurer all at the same time. "Election
Register, 1854-1861."
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THE BIG THICKET IN LITERATURE
by LOIS WILLIAMS PARKER
Hopefully, that enchanting wilderness known as the Big Thicket of East
Texas is about to come into its own. There are at present six bills to create a
Big Thicket Park pending in Congress. The importance of this area is emphasized
by the fact that it has produced five governors. 1 Much has been written about
the Big Thicket in the past several years, but it is not generally known that
within its intimate and immediate boundaries lies the setting for two of the first
novels of Texas.
What is conceded to be the first published novel (the anonymous L'Heroine
due Texas Paris, 1819) of Texas has its setting on the Trinity River near Liberty,
Texas. This colorful work is not the best in craftsmanshil', but it yields a great
deal of interest in historical and folk material. The plot tells of the romance of
Ernestine and Edmund, two of the Napoleonic exiles who settled on the Trinity
in 1818 at a spot they called Champ d'Asile. Under the command of General
Charles Allemand, these two were among a hundred and fifty other refugees
whose number grew to four hundred before they decided to take leave of the area.
The story tells how Edmund built a "lean-to" with branches which he covered
with the sail from his sloop. Ernestine ''furnished the interior with moss" while
Edmund spread dry leaves on the ground for a carpet, over which he spread
several bear skins which he had bought in New Orleans. All of the group started
building houses of a more substantial nature, "of medium-sized logs and with the
cracks chinked with mud". A whole village of houses complete with forts was
finished in record time. A friendly "Cachatis" Indian rendered aid during a
siege of illness. Two members of the group fell victim to a number of canni-
balistic savages who were having a feast when they were discovered by General
Allemand. The bodies were recovered and given a proper burial. A hurricane
took a number of lives. These and other exciting incidents befell the refugees.
This is one of four accounts of the 1819 Fren(,h settlement.
Ten years after the unsuccessful attempt of the French to settle permanently
on the Trinity, Charles Seasfield (pseudonym of Karl Anton Postl, the German
monk) was probably poking around East Texas gathering material for what was
to be the second novel with an East Texas setting. Tokeah or the White Rose,
Sealsfield's first noveV is the story of the Chief of the Oconee branch of the
Creek Indians and an English girl, the White Rose, who was reared by him.
The setting is in an area between the Neches and the Sabine Rivers and the time
about 1812. Tokeah. who was the last decendant of the Mikos, and whose
ancestors had inhabited the fertile lands at the head of the Oconee River for
many years, hated the white men and particularly after their chief ceded lands
to the state. Tokeah left Georgia with about sixty men and their families. He
applied to the Pawnees and later to the Toyasks on the Red River for asylum.
After their refusal to take him and his people in, he went to the Osages where he
met a similar denial. He then decended the Sabine River, met the Sabines, but
went onward until he met the "feeble tribe" of Coshatte Indians who oointed out
to him the land between the mouth of the Sabine and the Neches. "The bosom
of the Neches grew broader and broader as it swelled toward the lake, the
Lois Williams Parker is associated with the Library at Lamar University.
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somber cypresses and mangroves drooping dark branches into the water." They
decided on the eastern bank of the Neches and built their village. ''The sloping
plain on which the village was scattered swelled, as. we have already mentioned,
immediately on the margin of the bank into a narrow elevation... ," "It rose
about twenty feet above water level and Tan the whole length of the village."
Apparently the location of the village was at a point where the walking distance
was about an hour between the two rivers. Great swamps were also within an
hour's walking distance. \Vhile all of the description may well be a figment
of the imagination, it rings of authenticity. One feels that this village had to exist.
In 1835, Gideon Lincecum made his first trip to Texas. He kept a journal
which is no literary masterpiece if grammar and syntax be the criteria, but for
honest and forthright opinion and graphic observation, his is hard to beat. On
February 9, 1935 he crossed Big Alabama Creek, better known as Village Creek
in Hardin County and as Big Sandy in Polk County. On February 10, he wrote,
"This day passed through the thickest woods I ever saw, it
perhaps surpasses any country in the world for brush. There's
8 or 10 kinds of evergreen undergrowth, privy, hony, 3 or 4
kinds of bay, wild peach tree, bay berry and so thick you could
not see a man 20 yards for miles."l
Lincecum was a medical doctor, a naturalist and a most interesting character. He
carried on a heavy correspondence with many people, among them Erasmus
Darwin. He lived on Dickinson Bayou for a while, but lived near Huntsville
most of his time in Texas. He loved Texas, but left it after the Civil War
because he disapproved of the "carpetbaggers" and "scalawags" who invaded
the state. 4
A couple of years after Lincecum's journey through Texas, Gustav Dresel
provided a description of the Alabama Indians, their habitat, some observations
on their customs and the terrain, but at this time the first white man of which
We have a record had been living in the area of Sour Lake for about a year.
This historic little town, where Sam Houston and many others vacationed in the
hope that the medicinal waters could affect cures for whatever ailed them, is the
oldest community in Hardin County.
In 1844 William Bollaert sailed down the Trinity. Tn his journal he dis-
closes that On January 26, 1844 he passed through Swartwout in Polk County.
He speaks of the ghost town of Smithfield. He gives a description of the Co-
shatte villages, and he mentions a magnolia forest. He describes the Trinity
River banks and mentions the "many large alligators basking in the sun", On
January 27, he reached the town of Liberty. He lists some of the people and
tells of their businesses.
In 1859 Hardin County had been created out of part of Liberty, Jefferson
and Tyler Counties, and by the time of the Civil War many settlers had come
to the area.
During the Civil War the Thicket was a hiding place for deserters and
dodgers of service. This is the basis for a four-act play, The Keyser Burnout,
by Larry Jene Fisher written in 1940. This play was produced in the Thicket
a number of times that year. In 1942, Larry Jene Fisher copyrighted a play
called Gusher, or So Lived an Oil Town, which had as its setting Batoga (Batson-
Saratoga) with lhe time 1902, when the area was experiencing an oil boom, This
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play is rich in Big Thicket vernacular and gives a close-up look at boom town life.
It is too bad that this talented young man died young.
In 1950, Jewel Gibson published Black Gold. Mrs. Gibson was an English
teacher for many years at Sam Houston State College. Her husband, who was
quite familiar with the Saratoga-Batson area, helped her in this effort. While
this work is not as well done as William Owen's Fever in the &rth (Putnam.,
1958) it is, nevertheless, the source of much authentic description of life in the
Thicket during those exciting times. The hotel, the saloon, the people are all
real; however Mrs. Gibson's statement that "dal" is generally used in place of
"damn" in the Big Thicket is incorrect. It is not in use now nor has it ever been
in popular use.
When William Owens was working at Kress's in Port Arthur in about 1934,
he feU in love with the Big Thicket. S He visited the area often. In later years,
from 1952·1958. he was also in the Thicket area frequently. He met Lance
Rosier and was instrumental in getting Lance and Roy Bedichek together. He
knew Larry Fisher also. It was during this time that he did much research on
oil history and gathered material for his Fever in the Earth. This engrossing
work, thoughtfully executed, is the most polished novel of the area. It is the
story of Hale Carrington. "a pennyless young man who was struck by the plague
of greed". Here one encounters the true picture of the boom town, all of its
people, all of its "smells and sounds."
The first novel describing in any measure the life at the sawmills of this
area was written by Kate Randall Blackwell. It is called Corn for the Oxen and
that is what a great part of it is. However, thi"l little work has a good deal of
milltown life and was written by one who knew the sawmill community well.
She was the wife of a sawmill doctor and a long time teacher in Hardin County.
Leslie Bradford Scott has written the only "shooVem-up" about the Big
Thicket area of which this writer is aware. Dead at Sunset is not too bad as
"shoot.'em-ups" go, but he did not happen to know that there were no stage-
coaches in the area at the time of the oil boom. Outside of this error, there
seems to be accuracy in locations and directions, and fairly authentic, if gory
detail.
Junius (Jim) Watson's Joe Jacoby is a story of tragedy and tenderness ex-
pressed by a dog and his East Texas sawmill folks. The setting is Buna. This
novel has the rare quality of being a story that can be appreciated by both the
adult and the child. For the most part the plot is fast moving. The character
delineation is excellent. Watson's style reminds one of Fred Gipson's, but it also
has a distinctive quality all its own.
Francis E. Abernethy is responsible for the most outstanding work on the
folklore of the Big Thicket. Tales from the Big Thicket contains mOre actual
history than any other work to date. It is a collection of essays expertly edited
by Abernethy, with an introduction and the concluding chapter by himself.
Stories by Alice Cashen and Ruth Scurlock of Batson, Saratoga and Sour Lake
are included. Archer Fullingim has a highly interesting chapter on Big Thicket
folks. Saul Aronow describes the area geologically, while William Owens gives
us the flavor of the folk music. Perhaps the most interesting chapter is from a
manuscript of Frances Pitts Norvell, but was written by V. A. Collins, and
called ''Settling the Old Poplar Tree Place". There are other essays by natives
of the area including my own tales from my great-uncle Owen Williams.
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Aline House has written briefly of the Hardin County area in Big Thicket:
Its Heritage. It contains some excellent pictures, some historical and biographi-
cal sketches, a few ballad type verses along with legend of the area.
Aline Rothe's Kalita's People is perhaps the best account of the Alabama
Coshatta Indian life in the Big Thicket. Mrs. Rothe holds the attention of the
reader throughout this work. She has included a copy of the by-laws and the
corporate charter of the Indians.
Dempsie Henley published The Big Thicket Story which he revised and
called The Murder of Silence. It is an interesting piece of work by a colorful
character, even if it has been referred to as The Murder of English a number
of times.
The Big Thicket has probably been the inspiration for more poetry than
most of us are aware. There are no published collections at this time. An epic
type poem by Alice Ewing Vail called the "The Big Thicket" was published by
Naylor in 1952.
It is entirely possible that diaries, memoirs, or journals of the late 19th
century and early 20th century may yet show up. A Big Thicket novel surpass-
ing anything done to date could come from the pen of F. E. Abernethy, Alice
Cashen, Ellen Reinstra, Mary Lasswell, Pete Gunter,~ Archer Fullingim or half
a dozen others who know the area and its people well, but one cannot help think-
ing we shall soon be hearing new creative voices of the now generation.
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IGovemors William P. Hobby, Allen Shivers and Price Daniel were natives
of the area. This was the adopted home of Governor George Wood who is
buried in Polk County and of Sam Houston, President of the Republic and first
governor of the State.
zThomas W. Streeter in his Bibliography of Texas 1795-1845 (part 3, vol. 1, •
p. xvi.) points out that this should have been listed as one of the first four novels
of Texas by Sister Agatha Sheehan (Firsl Four Novels of Texas. Washington,
D. C., 1939) rather than Dos Cajutenbuch.
•SGideon Lincecum's journal. Entry for February 8-10, 1935. MS. Univer-
sity of Texas Archives. . ,
IoBurkhalter, Lois Wood. Gideon Lincecum, a Biography (Austin, 1965).
'Letter to the author.
'Dr. A. Y. (Pete) Gunter's The Big Thicket (Austin, 1972), is another of his
many efforts to save the area.
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GOVERNOR E. M. PEASE AND TEXAS
RAILROAD DEVELOPMENT IN THE 1850's
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On May 14, 1853, E. M. Pease, a young Brazoria, Texas lawyer, issued a
circular announcing his candidacy for the governorship of his state. In it he
declared:
We have an extended territory. possessed of almost every
variety of soil and climate, adapted to the production of all the
great staples of agriculture; we have immense mineral wealth,
as yet undeveloped. , .. It becomes therefore a question of the
highest importance to our citizens, to devise and adopt some
policy by which the different sections of the State can be
brought into rapid and cheap communication with each other
by railroads. 1
Pease went on to win election. For the next four years he would be closely
associated with the making of Texas railroad policy, During his governorship
the state began to offer prospective investors a vast bounty of public land to
encourage the building of a railroad across Texas and on to the Pacific by way
of the Gila river valley. In addition, it developed a plan to promote a compre-
hensive network of rails within the state, Although neither program was com-
pletely successful, the policies worked out during the period did influence later
regulatory legislation in Texas. ~
Railroad development was one of the great public issues in Texas during the
1840's and '50's. There had been talk of railroads since the establishment of the
Republic in 1836. Several roads had been chartered after Texas became a state
in 1846, though only one, The Buffalo Bayou, Brazos and Colorado. was under
construction by 1853.'
Throughout the period Texans were united in their desire for a speedy and
comprehensive railroad development in their state and most also wanted Congress
to route the proposed Pacific railroad through Texas in order to facilitate the
expansion of the South's ·'peculiar institution" westward into California. There
was disagreement. however, on whether Texas railroads should be builr by private
capital, by private funds plus some sort of state subsidy, or by public funds
alone, Some who opposed outright state ownership argued that railroad enter-
prise was not a proper object of government. Others noted that similar programs
had failed in several older states and alleged that such enterprises encouraged
corruption. Soon, however, scarcity of local capital and the lack of interest on
the part of northern investors made it apparent that some sort of state assistance
was essential. In 1852 the Legislature issued two charters. granting to the
companies concerned eight sections of public land for each mile of road built.
By that time there was also growing support for the state's making loans to
companies to help finance construction.· .
Roger A. Griffin is from Austin. where he did graduate study at the University
of Texas. An earlier version of this paper was read at the annual meeting of the
Texas State Historical Association, March 12. 1971.
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State system supporters did not believe that such half-way measures would
succeed. In July, 1852, many of them attended an internal improvements con-
vention in Galveston and adopted a proposal presented by Lorenzo ShelWood, a
local lawyer. Sherwood's "Galveston Plan" called for a thousand-mile system
of railroads, mostly converging on that port city, to be constructed by the state
and financed by the sale of bonds and the imposition of an internal improve-
ments tax on property. Opposition to this scheme was largely sectional. Mer-
chants in neighboring Houston thought the plan would take trade away from
the port they hoped to establish. People in Austin, San Antonio, and elsewhere
in west Texas looked toward the middle or lower Gulf, not toward Galveston for
their most direct access to the sea. Farmers and planters in north and east
Texas had long shipped their produce toward the Mississippi and preferred rail
links in that direction. ~
When E. M. Pease announced for governor in 1853, he had had extensive
experience in Texas state government, having served as a representative in the
First and Second Legislatures and as a senator in the Third. In the Senate he
had chaired the Committee on Internal Improvements. During these years
Pease had gained a reputation as an honest, conscientious legislator, characterized
by intelligence, modesty and sound judgment.e
Pease's campaign for the governorship stressed the railroad question. In his
circular he pledged support for liberal land grants and loans to private companies
to encourage railroad development in the state. Later, in one of his first
speeches in east Texas, he declared that he was "in favor of Texas offering
every possible inducement" to secure the passage of the Pacific railroad through
Texas.1
Pease's position in respect to railroads did not escape criticism. Another
candidate, T. J. Chambers, a wealthy southeast Texas planter, accused Pease of
being "the favored candidate of the coast party which is opposed to the great
central [Pacific] railroad...." "Mr. Pease," he continued, "has come out in his
last circular in favor of railroads generally, [but] he has taken good care not to
commit himself in print in favor of the great central railroad.. _." An east
Texas voter, interested in a governor who would work strongly for the routing of
the Pacific road through his part of the state, commented in a letter to Senator
T. J. Rusk: "We are (here) in favour of Peas [sic] but I fear he lives too low
down," Undoubtedly Pease did lose some votes on the railroad issue, but most
of the Democratic papers east and west were satisfied with his views. On August
1 he won election over five opponents.a
Pease's first biennial message to the Legislature, in December, 1853, urged
that private railroad companies be regulated to protect the public interest. To
accomplish this the Governor made several specific suggestions. Investors should
be required to pay for a certain percentage of the stock at the time of subscrip-
tion, and no company be allowed to organize until it had accumulated enough
cash to begin actual construction on the road. Each charter should stipulate the
exact terminals of the road, the date by which construction must begin, and the
number of miles to be built yearly to final completion. Because charters had
often been granted indiscriminately in the past, no eXisting charter should be
extended unless the company had actually commenced construction and unless
it was willing to submit to the regulations proposed for new charters.~
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Newspaper reaction to Pease's message was generally favorable, though a
few papers commented specifically on his remarks dealing with railroad policy.
One which did, the Galveston News, expressed confidence that most of the
Governor's views would be sustained by the people generally, and added: "Who
will not agree ... [with] what he says of the embarrassments likely to grow out
of the numerous and conflicting railroad charters heretofore granted by our
State?'I1Q
Pease acted On his railroad views soon after taking office. First he vetoed
a bill which would have revised the charter of the Galveston, Houston and Hen-
derson Railroad on the ground that the measure did not meet the criteria Set
forth in his message. Later, though, he approved a general railroad bill granting
to all chartered railroads sixteen sections of public land per mile constructed.ll
By far the most important railroad matter facing Pease was the so-called
Mississippi and Pacific BilL Passed by the Legislature just before he took office,
the law directed the governor to contract with a company to build, own, and
operate an SOO-mile road through the state along the 32nd parallel. The con-
tractors were to receive twenty sections of public land for every mile of road
constructed, or about eleven million acres altogether. These lands were to be
chosen from a reservation along the route of the road. The company would be
required to deposit with the state $300,000 in specie, federal or state securities.,
or "other good par stocks," to be forfeited if at least fifty miles of road were
not built within eighteen months. In his legislative message Pease noted that,
while he objected to several provisions of the act, he would "cheerfully" under-
take the responsibilities it imposed upon him. Early in 1854 Pease advertised
for bids in newspapers in New Orleans, Charleston, Washington, New York,
Boston, and Philadelphia, as well as in three Texas papers. He stipulated that
proposals must be submitted by May 1.11
Only one bidder, the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, had responded
by early March. The A. & P. had been chartered in New York the previous
summer for the express purpose of negotiating with Congress or various state
legislatures for the right to build a transcontinental railroad. The company was
formally organized in November, 1853 with a capital stock of $100,000,000, all
of which was subscribed almost immediately, though only about $25,000 in cash
was actually paid in. Levi S. Chatfield, a former attorney-general of New York,
was elected president. Other directors included Mississippian Robert J. Walker,
former Secretary of the Treasury under Polk, T. Butler King, a Georgia Whig
politician of some national prominence, and Anson Jones, last president of the
Republic of Texas. Commenting on the company's organization, the American
Railroad Journal had noted:
It will require very different timber from this to build the
Pacific road. There is not what may be tenned a first class
name in the whole list. .. , There are on the other hand such
a sprinkling of politicians and speculators as to throw doubt
over the real intentions of the parties.... '3
Governor Pease, probably aware of this unfavorable report, wrote to
Senator Rusk on March 10, IS54, asking whether the deadline for receiving
bids should be extended to give a chance for others to bid for the contract.
"I have no preference for any company." wrote Pease, "but desire to see a fair
competition and the contract taken by those who have the ability to execute it:'
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Rusk replied that the period should be extended. He noted that the A. & P. did
not "command general confidence" and remarked that a contract which failed
"would weaken confidence in our route and act prejudicially upon other Rail
Road projects in the State." Early in April Pease extended the deadline to
August 1.1 '
In the meantime, however, there had been a change in the management of
the A. & P. Chatfield and King had disagreed over company policy when they
were in Austin during the winter lobbying for the passage of the Mississippi and
Pacific Bill, and bad feeling continued after their return to New York. At the
end of March the directors ousted Chatfield and the other officers. Walker and
King were then elected president and vice·president. Both were experienced
railroad promoters. Walker had recently sold an issue of Illinois Central bonds in
Europe. King had long been associated with railroad development in Georgia.
On taking office, Walker and King immediately made an agreement with several
prominent Texans, most notably M. T. Johnson, a popular soldier and politician,
to submit a joint bid for the Pacific charter. 16
At First Governor Pease was pleased with these deveJopments, believing
that the New York company now intended to operate in a more business·like
manner. For a time, according to Johnson, he seemed willing to award the
contract to Walker and King even before August 1 if they wouJd come to Austin
immediately with the $300,000 deposit. This they did not do, and by mid-
summer Pease had Jost all confidence in them. No doubt he was influenced by
a pamphlet entitJed Expose of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Co., in which
the editor of the New York Examiner charged that Walker, King, and the other
directors were penniless speculators trying to swindle the firm's assets from
those stockhoJders who had invested actuaJ cash in the enterprise. Senator Sam
Houston, in commenting to the Governor on the pamphJet, exclaimed: "For Gods
[sic] sake do not Jet these men fasten themselves upon Texas." Senator Rusk,
though not completely convinced by the allegations, warned Pease that Texas
must not allow her Jands to fall into the hands of "greedy speculators."u
By July 15 Pease had about decided to make no contract at all if Walker
and King's bid should be the only one received. It wouJd be far better, he
declared to Rusk, "that the commencement of this work shouJd be delayed
several years, than that our route shall have to bear the odium that must attach
to the failure of a company organized solely on speculating purposes, as I fear
this has been:'1T
Pease must have known, however, that there was strong opinion in Texas
favorabJe to any movement which seemed likeJy to get the Pacific road under
construction soon. Walker and King capitalized on this feeling when they
arrived in Austin late in July. They quickly completed their arrangements with
Johnson and fourteen other Texas investors, including State Treasurer James H.
Raymond, ComptroUer James B. Shaw, former governor J. Pinckney Henderson,
John W. Harris, Pease's law partner and a former state attorney-general, and
Samuel A. Maverick, reputedly the wealthiest man in the state. By informal
agreement, Walker and King assumed complete responsibility for procuring the
deposit required by Jaw. Although the two promoters entered the compact as
individuaJs, rather than as representatives of the A. & P., it was agreed that all
assessment-paying members of the old company would be allowed to take stock
in the new. I1
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On August 31 ~ Pease reluctantly signed a contract with the new syndicate.
As he later explained to his personal friend, Guy M. Bryan, he could not very
well declare that he had no confidence in the Texas contractors, all of whom
were highly respected by the people of the state. Pease claimed, however, that
before agreeing to the contract, he exacted from the Texas members a pledge
that they would do all in their power to see that "a good deposit was made and
that the business of the company was honestly managed...." 19
There then followed a determined effort on the part of Walker and King
to make an acceptable deposit, which the law specified must be done within sixty
days of the signing of the contract. Before the two promoters left Austin they
offered a certificate of deposit for $300,000 in the Farmers and Merchants Bank
of Memphis. Tennessee. Pease refused to accept it on the ground that it did not
meet the requirements of the law. Then Walker and King offered $298,000 of
th stock of the Mechanic's Bank of Memphis plus a $2,000 certificate for New
York State stock. Pease's response, so he said later, was that he could accept
only specie or securities issued by the United States or a state, county, or city.
A letter from the promoters to Pease on September 12, however, asserted that the
Governor had questioned them primarily about the market value of the proffered
stocks, not about whether they were of the kind required by the law. 2U
For a time the matter appeared closed, but on October 6, Walker and King
informed State Treasurer Raymond that they were about to submit a new
deposit, to consist of a certificate for $300,000 of preferred stock of the Sussex
Iron Company of New Jersey, and expected to re-submit the Tennessee bank
and New York State stock as an additional deposit. Soon after, they forwarded
the stock certificates, along with evidence which purported to prove that the iron
company securities were "good par stocks" under the Texas law. They also
advised Raymond that, as they understood the law, the treasurer, not the governor,
was the proper official to accept or reject the deposit. Raymond nevertheless
submitted the stock certificates and accompanying papers to Governor Pease.
who rejected all except the New York State stock because they were "not the
description of stocks the legislature intended should be deposited." Even if
they were, the evidence offered had not satisfied him that they were sound
securities. On November 8 Pease officially proclaimed the contract null and
void, and three weeks later he called for new bids.u
Friends of the M. & P. responded promptly to Pease's action. In a long
published letter, State Treasurer Raymond attempted to refute the Governor's
legal objections to the deposit and asserted that the main reason for the rejection
was Pease's belief that Walker and King were not the right sort of leaders to see
the project through to completion. According to Raymond, the Pacific Bill did
not allow the Governor to take such considerations into account. M. T. Johnson,
who owned land along the projected route of the road, immediately issued a
notice that the contractors, considering the deposit legal, would formally organize
the M. & P. in Montgomery, Alabama, in December and then proceed with the
construction of the road. The Texas State Times of Austin, edited by John S.
("Rip") Ford. a close friend of Johnson, charged on November 11 that Pease's
rejection of the deposit called into question the Governor's support for railroads
in general. "The friends of ... railroads," commented the paper, "have been
deceived; they have leaned upon an unstable reed: let them beware of the
present, and provide for the future." Public meetings in Dallas and Pt. Worth,
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both on the line of the M. & P., passed resolutions condemning the Governor's
action. ~3
Most of the political establishment and press of the state, however, sup-
ported Pease. Senator Houston wrote: "My Dear Pease-You have done my
heart good, and the State service," Senator Rusk noted that Pease's action
should make it easier to attract serious outside capital to the Pacific road
project. The Austin Texas State Gazette remarked that the insinuation, made
the previous summer, that the fifteen Texas contractors had been chosen more
"for their political capacity to operate upon the judgement of the executive" than
for anything else, had been "met and repelled by the firm and decided action"
of the Governor. U
The effort of Walker and King to obtain the M. & P. charter came to an
end in December when the Texas contractors refused to organize the company in
the face of Pease's rejection of the deposit. In January the two promoters
informed the stockholders of the A, & P. that, while they were satisfied that the
U. S. Supreme Court would rule in their favor should they attempt to force
Texas to grant them the charter, the time required by the proceedings would
make it impossible to complete the required fifty miles of road within eighteen
months. u
Governor Pease revealed something of his personal feelings about the
deposit controversy in a letter to Guy M. Bryan in December.
The course that I have been compelled to pursue has been
a very disagreeable one to me. T am and ever have been a sin-
cere friend to the road. The Texas contractors were all per-
sonal friends, and all, I believe .. , [but one] supported me
at the last election, but I felt lowed a duty to the people of
Texas, superior to all obligations of personal or political
friendships, and I have discharged it.
To another friend Pease confided that the almost unanimous support he had
received in the dispute had induced him "to think of becoming a candidate for
re~election."·~
Pease did seek the governorship again in 1855 and his stand on the Pacific
road did indeed bring him political support. However, he almost lost the election
because of another railroad issue. The trouble began in February. when a group
of state-system advocates in Galveston asked the Governor's current views on
railroad policy in Texas. He made only an oral reply at that time, but in April
he published a written letter in which he declared that his opinion regarding the
best mode of obtaining railroads for Texas had undergone "much change within
the last year." Previously he had supposed that large land grants would be
sufficient to compensate capitalists for the meager profit they could expect to
make on their investment in Texas railroads, but now he had "been forced,
reluctantly, to the conclusion, that if the present population of Texas desire to
have the benefit of railroads, they must be built on the credit of the State.
either wholly or in part."26
Pease then offered his own version of a state system. It called for con-
structing approximately 1,200 miles of road in ten years at an estimated cost of
nineteen and a half million dollars to be borrowed from private investors. This
debt he proposed to service by the imposition of an internal improvements tax
•
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of fifteen cents per hundred dollars of taxable property, the sale of public land,
and the appropriation of some of the United States bonds obtained by the state
in the boundary settlement of 1850. To prevent future legislatures from expand-
ing the system beyond the state's ability to payor from repudiating the debt-
problems which had vexed other states in the past-the essential provisions of
the plan should be placed in the Constitution!l
The Galveston News, Lorenzo Sherwood, and a state internal improvements
convention, dominated by Galveston delegates, all heartily applauded Pease's
position on railroad development. But most politicians, editors, and railroad
men elsewhere in the state did not see matters in the same light. The state
Democratic convention, which met at Huntsville on April 21 found mos.t of the
delegates strongly opposed ~o any state plan. Seeing no alternative candidate,
however, they reluctantly recommended Pease's re-election. Three weeks later
Senators Rusk and Houston, speaking at Nacogdoches, praised the Governor for
his past services to Texas but declared their opposition to the views stated in his
Galveston letter. Houston admitted that the corporate system had not worked
very well to date but declared that it had not yet had a fair trial. The state's
Democratic press generally took the same line. Thus the Austin Texas State
Gazette endorsed Pease for re·election but called his railroad program "nothing
more than a reproduction of ... the Galveston plan," and pointed out that, with
interest included, the total cost of the Governor's system would be more than
twice the figure he had used in the letter.' &
Pease did not publicly answer his critics during the campaign. To his per-
sonal friend, Paul Bremond, president of the Galveston and Red River Railroad
Company [of Houston], however, he protested that he was not committed to any
single railroad program and added that it was an error to suppose his proposal
a carbon copy of the Galveston plan.
No sane men, not directly interested in Galveston would
in the present condition of OUr individual and state wealth
expend a million and a half in bridging Galveston Bay and
making a railroad from Galveston to Harrisburg or Houston.
. . . I never dreamed of commencing a railroad to communi-
cate with Galveston Bay at any other point than at the head
of navigation on Buffalo Bayou. H
Until early summer it appeared that Pease's re·election would go uncon-
tested despite the unpopularity of his advocacy of the state system. Then, near
the middle of June, Lt. Governor D. C. Dickson announced for governor. The
theme of his campaign was soon apparent. In his campaign circular Dickson
claimed that if Texas were to adopt the Governor's proposals
peculations and frauds upon the internal improvement fund
would inevitably occur; roads would be projected for the
purpose of conciliating sections which would be useless if
completed, and the experiment would leave us, in a few
years, burdened with a new and heavy debt to be paid by direct
taxation, and all, too without corresponding benefits.
As James H. Raymond expressed it in a letter to Dickson, "Somebody wrote
'Oh! that my enemy would write a book'.-Your opponent has written a
letter...."UI
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Despite the emphasis in his circular, railroad policy was not the real reason
why Dickson had decided to run. He was in fact the candidate of the new
nativistic Know Nothing Party. Dickson did not immediately reveal his new
political affiliation, however, and many Democrats feared that he would attempt
to campaign as a Democrat opposed to Pease's position on railroad development.
To prevent this Pease and other speakers, at a rally in Austin on June 16,
lashed out at the Know Nothing movement as illiberal and anti-democratic. In
addition, the Governor stated emphatically that he did not plan to make railroad
policy an issue in the campaign. In his campaign circular, Pease charged that
Dickson and his supporters were trying to use the issue of his Galveston letter
as a COver for their plan to bring "into power in Texas. a secret political SOCiety,
which can never find favor with the people upon its own merits." He went on
to pledge that if elected, he would accept "any practicable plan ... [for] the
construction of such railroads as win meet the wants of the country."!!
As the campaign neared its close, Democrats hammered away at Dickson's
Know Nothingism, while Dickson and friends tried to picture Pease as a
vacillating politician who had advocated a bad railroad policy in April and was
now trying to repudiate it. The Austin Texas StaLe Times, a Dickson paper,
declared that it was opposing Pease "because we believe he favors the coast and
would build up cities there at an undue sacrifice to the up country ... [and]
because we view him as the opponent of the Pacific railroad...." In the end,
Democratic fears that the party might lose control of the state government
proved a stronger influence on voters than their unhappiness Over Pease's rail-
road views, and he was returned to office. Dickson ran a good race, however.
and much of his support undoubtedly was based on the railroad issue.3'
The new Legislature assembled in November, 1855. Governor Pease, in his
message to the lawmakers, summarized the history of the Mississippi and Pacific
charter and asked whether they wished to continue the law in force. ''The great
advantages that would accrue," wrote Pease, ''should induce aU to favor the
measure if reasonable hope is entertained that it will be constructed under the
law." On the other hand, the road could be expected to attract investors only
as part of a transcontinental system, not as a purely state road without connections
to the east and west. n
Concerning railroad policy in general, Pease noted that the state had thus
far chartered thirty·seven railroads, offering "greater inducements for their
construction, than were ever offered before by any government." Yet only one
road was in operation, and it could boast of only thirty miJes of track. This poor
record induced Pease to recommend that no present charter be renewed or revised
unless the company showed a good promise of completing its road. New charters
should only be granted as the needs of the country required. Such charters
should be granted only to commissioners who would supervise the subscription of
stock and the formal organization of the companies. In addition, Pease recom·
mended again the regulations he had proposed in 1853. "If we pursue this
course," the Governor asserted, "we shall have no more companies organized
without capital to impose upon the credulous and unwary, and stand in the way
of those who have the disposition and means to construct railroads."34
To develop the general system of railroads needed by the state Pease
recommended again the state system, now expanded by 400 miles, that he had
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advocated in his Galveston letter. He indicated, though, that should the Legis-
lature refuse to implement his proposals, he would be willing to support additional
state aid to private companies under proper safeguards. He doubted, however,
whether a scheme, advanced in the last Legislature for construction loans. based
upon miles completed, would produce adequate results.H
Editorial reaction to these recommendations was mixed. Most papers
approved of Pease's call for strict regulation of private companies but continued
to oppose his state system proposals. Several expressed surprise that, considering
his campaign statement the previous summer, he was still promoting such views.
The Clarksville Standard noted that because of the Governor's Galveston letter
it had been "extremely difficult to get the people to vote for him; and would
have been utterly impracticable, but for the strenuous" efforts of his friends.
Later the Standard asserted that by continuing to promote his state system, Pease
had "crushed effectively, and finally, much of the confidence which many of the
people were disposed to place in him...."36
In the Legislature the House Internal Improvements Committee did report
favorably on Pease's state system recommendations, but they progressed no
further. Attempts to pass legislation authorizing the state to loan money or iron
to railroad companies also failed. Several bills did pass to extend the charters
of existing roads. The Governor vetoed one which would have aided the
Henderson and Burkville road on the ground that to approve it would
commit the state, at least during the continuance of the
present Legislature, to the extension of similar relief to all
the railroad companies that have heretofore been chartered,
whenever they apply for it, although they have not paid in a
dollar of their stock, nor done any work under their charter,
and will most likely lead to the grant of new charters of ...
like character.... 3 7
Because of several matters of unfinished business Pease announced at the
.. end of the regular session that he would call an adjourned session to meet in
July of 1856. In the meantime pressure was put on the Governor to lend his
support to this or that railroad plan in the summer session. Lorenzo Sherwood
assured Pease that the state system was not dead and urged him to be "discreetly
active during the interregnum" in its behalf. Paul Bremond, On the other hand,
advised Pease not to oppose the loan policy. The railroad man asserted that
only the Governor's "great personal popularity" and the association of Dickson's
name with Know Nothingism had saved Pease from defeat in 1855. Sam Hous-
ton had recently ruined himself politically, commented Bremond, by taking a
position contrary to that held by his constituents. The implication was that
Pease, whose interest in the United States Senate was known to Bremond, should
avoid Houston's mistake.'~
A state-wide internal improvements convention met in Austin on July 4
and 5. Although Pease attended as a delegate from Travis county, he did not
take an active part in the proceedings. Extended discussion of the respective
merits of the state system and the loan policy produced recommendations favor-
ing the latter. 19
The adjourned legislative session which followed acted on the recommenda-
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lions of the convention by passing a bill authorizing the state to loan railroad
companies $6,000 per mile of road completed. The governor was made respon-
sible for appointing inspectors to verify that the work had been done, Pease
allowed the measure to become law without his signature. Its adoption settled
the question of railroad policy in Texas. iO
Altbough Pease had taken little or no part in influencing this landmark
legislation, he had, on the very first day of the session embroiled himself in
another railroad controversy. He did so by vetoing an amended charter of the
Texas Western Railroad Company, passed earlier in the year. Chartered origi-
nally in 1852 to traverse the state along the thirty·second parallel, the Texas
Western had been purchased in December of 1853 by the Atlantic and Pacific to
prevent competition with the proposed Mississippi and Pacific road. After the
Texas contractors refused to organize the M. & P., leading stockholders in the
old A. & P. organized the Texas Western, with Walker and King as president and
vice-president, to build the Pacific railroad under its charter. Because the charter
was due to expire SOOn, the company, in 1855, sought and obtained from the
Legislature its extension and a liberalization of its tenns. 4l
Pease's veto message took the lawmakers to task for exempting the company
from most of the regulations he had recommended the previous November,
especially since they had included them in almost all other amended charters
passed during the session. "Why this exception and partiality?" he asked. "Is
there any thing in the previous management of this company to entitle it to
peculiar favor?" Pease took particular umbrage at the provision permitting the
company merely to grade and furniSh cross ties for ten miles within five years
without requiring that the ten miles be operational. "If this company has any
capital, the task will not be an onerous one. . .. And if it has not," it should not
be continued. 42
Friends of the Texas Western immediately sought to overturn the veto.
T. Butler King, in a public letter to the legislators, attempted to vindicate his
actions relative to the Pacific railroad in Texas over the past several years and
to "correct ... the errors into which his Excellency [Pease] seems to have been
led by rumors or reports which have no foundation in fact." State Senator E. E.
Lott of Smith County, speaking on the floor of the upper house, said of
Pease's action:
I am constrained to believe that this thing has been done
to carry out one great, tremendous controlling idea which has
long been entertained by certain gentlemen in high official
places. . .. They are willing to advocate any policy for the
building of railroads, provided they terminate at Galveston.
Senator W. T. Scott of Harrison county called Pease "an elastic shoe-string
politician" and asserted that the veto message contained "more falsehoods and
perversions of facts, than any paper of the same length" that he had ever read.
ReSOlutions adopted at a protest meeting in Marshall in August claimed that
Pease was attempting to wage a personal "war of extinction" against the Texas
Western and called his veto "another evidence of his desire to destroy the cor-
poration system of the State:"<a
Most of the press in the state tOok the opposite side and sustained Pease's
action. The Legislature. however, did not. On August 16 the amended charter
•
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was passed into law over the Governor's veto. And when he vetoed several
other railroad charters during the course of the adjourned session, most of them
were overridden as well. H
In the fourteen months between the close of the summer session of 1856
and the convening of the Seventh Legislature, some of Pease's friends promoted
his candidacy for the United States Senate, to replace the unpopular HoustOD.
One of them, Paul Bremond, warned the Governor that the Pacific railroad
people were working very hard to prevent his election. And, although Pease
carried out in good faith his responsibilities under the loan bill, when the
legislators caucused in November, 1857 to elect a senator, Pease was never
seriously considered.4 &
Pease's last public statement on railroad policy came in his third biennial
legislative message, dated November 2, 1857. He again recommended that
existing railroads be required to conform to the strict regulations recommended
in his eaclier messages. The loan law, he noted, had not benefitted railroad
companies to the extent that its advocates had anticipated. The problem was
that the amount of money which could be loaned was not sufficient to afford the
relief needed. Even so, he was not disposed to recommend any important change
in policy. "The present system," he continued, "was adopted after mature
deliberation, and seems to be satisfactory to the great majority of our citizens.. , .
It enables a few companies to struggle along and accomplish something." Upon
this note of seeming resignation, Pease's second term of office expired. 46
Typical newspaper evaluations at the end of Pease's service as Governor
complimented his efforts to establish guidelines for the regulation of railroads
but were critical of his efforts to inaugurate a state system of railroads in Texas.
The friendly Austin Southern lntelligencer rendered what was probably a very
fair verdict: "He may be said to have got behind the most sanguine men in his
confidence in railroad enterprises. But the truth is he had mastered the subject
and foresaw the difficulties in the way."~~
As a leader in Texas railroad development, E. M. Pease had been neither
innovative nor consistently successful. Not all of his policy was sound. The
visionary state system he came to espouse probably would not have worked as
well as Pease expected. To his credit, however, he approached it with the same
zeal for careful regulation which he exhibited toward railroad corporations. His
behavior toward Walker and King's Pacific railroad schemes was surely war-
ranted, and, considering the state of national politics at the time, did not delay
nor prevent the establishment of a southern transcOntinental road. Also, accord-
ing to the available evidence, Pease did not deserve his reputation as a coastal
sectionalist. Neither was he unduly influenced by either economic or political
considerations in his formulation of railroad JX}licy. Pease was an honest,
conservative statesman who attempted to put a brake on the undisciplined
enthusiasm of those who rightly understood the importance of railroads to their
section of the American frontier but were careless as to the way they should be
developed. Had his policies been fully implemented and maintained through the
years, many of the railroad problems which beset Texas during the latter part of
the century might have been avoided!8
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MEMBERSHIP IN THE TEXAS LEGISLATURES,
1876-1905
by ALWYN BARR
1I9
•
•
The political history of Texas from the adoption of a new constitution in
1876 to sweeping changes in its election laws in 1905 forms a distinct period
because Negroes continued to vote and hold office and farmers exerted increasing
pressure for political solutions to their growing problems. The period also ce·
fleeted a shift away from the passions of the Reconstruction period and a trend
toward greater urban-business influence. An analysis of membership in the
legislature during these thirty years provides some insight into the men composing
the most powerful branch of Texas government.' The legislature in the late
nineteenth century passed laws, appropriated funds, regulated county and city
government, elected United States senators, and often tried to tell them how to
vote. From the fifteen legislatures between 1876 and 1905 came three governors,
nine lieutenant governors, twenty congressmen, and one vice-president, John
Nance Garner. Yet these men represented only a fraction of all legislators.
How should the entire group and its changing composition be described? Were
its members, like those of ante-bellum Texas legislatures, men "largely from the
Southern States, ... of middle age, engaged, .. primarily in agricultural pursuits,"
who usually served only one term?2 Or were they, like members of the Consti-
tutional Convention of 1875, predominantly southerners, in their mid-forties,
Democrats, with a slight majority of attorneys over farmers, a large minority of
Grangers, and a high percentage of prior experience?3
Senators in the fifteenth through the twenty-ninth legislatures averaged fOTty
to forty-seven years of age. The low came in 1885 and the high in 1903, in
keeping with a slight upward trend during the period. Average age in the house
of representatives ranged from forty-six in 1889 to forty-two for several legisla-
tures from 1893 to 1905, indicative of a slight downward trend.
At least 80 per cent of each legislature was southern by birth. In the
.' 1870's and 1880's Tennessee had been the birthplace of the largest number of
representatives in five legislatures and of senators in two, followed by Alabama,
providing the greatest number of representatives twice, Kentucky the largest
number of senators twice, and Georgia the greatest number of senators once.
Beginning in 1885 in the senate and 1887, with one lapse, in the house, Texas
provided the largest number of its own legislators. Peak figures for northern
legislators totaled four senators in 1881 and eleven representatives in 1895.
Foreign born highs came in the 1885 and 1887 legislatures with two senators
each and in the 1876 legislature with seven representatives. Negro legislators
~ declined in number from two senators and seven representatives in 1879 to two
representatives in 1895 and none thereafter as disfranchisement eliminated their
electoral base.
~ Professional men, the vast majority lawyers, consistently dominated the
senate with at least 67 per cent of the seats. Agriculturalists, including farmers
.~ and ranchers, ranked a weak second followed by businessmen. In the house
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professional men usually led with 50 to 60 per cent of the membership. But
there agriculturalists ran a strong second, with majorities in 1876, 1887, and 1889.
Businessmen again ranked a weak third followed by an even smaller number of
workingmen. Many of the attorneys represented predominantlY rural areas,
however, and voted quite like their farmer cohorts. On other occasions farmers
and ranchers could be found on different sides of issues such as fencing. The
years of agricultural majorities in the house also coincided with the periods of
peak influence within the Democratic Party for the Grange and later the Farmers'
Alliance. The steady decline in agricultural members probably resulted from
the temporary shift of many farmers to the Populist Party and from the trend
toward urbanization and industrialization which began during this period. The
effects of urbanization became obvious in the legislature as members from towns
of 2,500 Or more increased from ten senators and eighteen representatives in
1881 to twenty senators and forty-five representatives in 1901. Towns with
population greater than the surrounding county increased their representation from
three senators and eight representatives in 1881 to four senators and eleven
representatives in 1901.1
Prior experience of members generally increased for both houses during
the period. In the 1876 senate only twelve of thirty-one members had served
before, while twenty-seven of thirty-one members in 1905 had seen prior service.
Only twenty-four of ninety-three representatives in 1876 had served before,
compared to sixty-seven of 133 in 1905. Seven legislators of 1876 had served in
either state constitutional or secession conventions, though the number dwindled
thereafter. Most freshman legislators had served on the city, county, or district
levels, their numbers ranging from twenty-six of 126 members in 1879 to fifty-
four of 160 in 1901.
Figures on education, military service, religion, and organizational affiliation
are spoUy, but indicate general trends. College graduates increased in number
from thirty-three of 124 members in lR76 to sixty-four of 160 in 1901, though
the quality of degrees probably varied to a considerable extent. Confederate
veterans naturally declined in number from a peak of eighty-three in the 1879
legislature to twenty-four by 1901. No more than one Union veteran sat in any
session. Protestants made up an overwhelming majority of those indicating a
religious preference. Methodists led in 1887 with twenty-three of 137 legislators
and again in 1901 with thirty-three of 160, followed in order by the Baptists,
Presbyterians, Christians, Episcopalians, Catholics, Lutherans, and members of
the Church of Christ. Fourteen legislators listed themselves as members of the
Farmers' Alliance and two as members of the Knights of Labor in 1887 when
both occupational organizations neared their peak strength in Texas. Masons
far out distanced other fraternal groups with fifty-one members in the 1887
legislature and sixty in the 1901 legislature, followed by the International Order
of Odd Fellows with ten legislators in 1887 and twenty-five in 1901, and the
Knights of Pythias with only three legislators in 1887 but forty-four in 1901.
The Knights of Honor, with ten legislators in 1887 and twelve in 1901, and the
Woodsmen of the World, with twenty-one in 1901, led a variety of other organi-
zations represented in the legislature.
Legislative membership indicated with considerable accuracy the strength
of political parties in Texas, with the Democrats maintaining an unbroken
majority throughout the period. Republican members steadily declined in
number from thirteen in 1879 to two in 1905. Fourteen Greenback legislators
•
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•
•
"
•
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.. appeared in 1879, but decreased to five in 1881 and none thereafter. Populists
elected eight members of the 1893 legislature. increased their strength to twenty-
.. two in 1895, then dwindled to one in 1901. A few independents helped fill the
\ role of dissent when third parties disappeared-----six in 1876, four or less inthe 1880's.Thus the average member of the Texas legislatures from 1876 to 1905 ap-
pears as a southerner and a Democrat, in his early forties, a professional man
(generally an attorney), with prior experience either in the legislature or on the
local level, In addition he professed to be a Protestant, quite possibly a Metho-
dist and a Mason. Finally the chances of his having a college education or
representing an urban area increased as the chances of his being a Confederate
veteran declined.
TEXAS SENATE, 1876·1905
Legislature 1876 79 81 83 85 87 89 91 93 95 97 99 01 03 05
I.
College- Education 13 13 14 15 16 13 x x x x 10 x xl- x x
~ Average Age 41 42 41 41 40 42 43 44 43 44 43 42 43 47 42
\ Political PartyDemocratic 28 26 31 31 32 32 32 32 31 30 29 31 32 32 32
Republican 3 4 1 1 1
Greenback 1
Populist 2 2
Independent 2
...
Prior Service
- Legislature 12 21 x 16 17 16 23 21 16 24 20 25 24 25 28
Constitutional or Se-
cession Convention 6 x 3 2 x x x x x x
City, County, or
District Officer 5 6 x x 6 3 2 2 x x x x 4 x x
1 VeteransConfederate 20 23 x x 12 12 14 12 x x x x 3 x xUnion x x x x x x x xOccupation
Professional 20 25 28 25 28 25 25 20 24 21 25 28 28 20 27
Agriculture 1 2 4 3 4 I 3 5 3 4 4 2 4 7 2
\ Business. 2 3 4 1 5 4 4 2 2 3 1LaborNegroel 2 2 1
Legislature 1876 79 81 83 85 87 89 91 93 95 97 99 01 03 05
I
Place of Birth
Alabama 2 4 3 2 3 2 2 2 4 5 2 2 1 1,
Arkansas 1 1 1 1 I 1 3
FlorIda I 1 I 1
; Georgia 2 5 5 5 6 4 4 4 2 4 2 3 4 2
\. Germany I 2 I I 2 I 1 IIllinois 1
Indiana
Iowa
\
Irelancl 1
Kentucky 5 6 7 2 2 2 1 2 2 3 2
Louisiana 1 1 1 I I 2 2,
Marne 1
Maryland
, Ma$$Ochusetts 1 1
MississippI 3 2 3 3 4 3 3 2 1 2 2
Mi$50url 1 I I I 2 3 1
-;
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New Hampshire ...
New York
North Carolina 4 2 2
Ohio I
Oregon I
South Carolina 3 3 2 1 1 1 1 1 I
Tennessee 8 4 8 3 3 4 6 4 4 4 4 , I 5 2
Texas 4 , 3 7 9 8 8 9 8 13 14 11 11 14
Virginia 6 4 , 2 2 1 2 1 3 4 4 3 2
West Virginia I I
x-no information available
TEXAS HOUSE, 1876·1905
Legislature 1876 79 81 83 85 87 89 91 93 95 97 99 01 03 05
College Education 20 27 x x 26 33 x x x x x x 54 x x
"'Average Age 45 45 43 43 43 45 46 43 42 42 44 43 42 42 42
Political Party \
Democratic 81 72 82 98 101 102 102 105 119 104 118 121 126 130 131 -.
Republican 6 9 8 4 4 2 3 I 1 2 3 1 I 2 2
Greenback 10 4
Populist 8 22 7 6
Independent 6 3 4 2
Prior Service
.......
Legislature 24 35 x 33 28 22 40 34 38 35 39 38 54 63 67
Constitutional or Se-
cession Convention 2 x x x x x x x x
City, County, or -.
"District Officer 23 20 x x 34 25 x x x x x x 50 x x ~.
Veterans
Confederate 44 60 x x 50 47 x x x x x x 21 x x
Union 1 x x I I x x x x x x I x x
Occupcrtion
Professional 26 35 5' 65 69 27 34 50 55 67 70 77 71 91 80
Agriculture 35 31 43 44 51 39 61 48 49 40 31 31 28 24 28
Business 9 4 5 11 14 5 5 3 8 16 16 9 8 7 '0
labor 1 3 3 I I I I 2 1 1 2 2 1 3
Negroes 3 7 4 2 3 2 1 I 2
LegislQture 1876 79 81 83 85 87 89 91 93 95 97 99 01 03 05 '~
P/Clce of Birth
Alabama 9 12 12 22 12 16 12 15 17 17 11 16 10 6 9
ArKansas 3 2 I 2 2 1 2 3 I 3 2 4 I 2
California 1
Canada ,
Connectkut
Czechoslovakia
District of Columbia
England
Europe
Florida 1 I I I I
Georgia 8 12 11 15 II 9 12 II 5 8 9 4 3 6 9
Germany 4 4 2 2 1 1 2 3 1 3 2 I 1 2 2
Illinois I 3 1 1 1 2 3 2 I 4 3
IndIan Territory 1
Indiona 2 2 2
Iowa 1 1
Ireland I I 2 2
Italy 1
Kentucky 8 4 5 10 4 6 12 7 9 3 6 11 5 4 5
Louisiana 1 6 6 5 I I 2 I 4 3 I I \Maryland 1 I I
...,
, \
...
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~ TEXAS HOUSE, 1876·1905
Legislature 1876 79 81 83 85 87 89 91 93 95 97 99 01 03 05
Place of Birth (cont.)
Massachusetts
Mexico
Michigan
Minnesota I I
• Mississippi 8 5 7 6 5 4 4 10 13 9 10 9 10 II 4Missouri 3- 4 2 I 8 2 9 2 6 4 4 4 7 7 2
•
New Hampshire I 2 I
New York I I 1 2 2 I I I I
North Carolina 10 4 3 5 2 4 3 2 5 3 1 1
Norway I
Ohio 2 3 I 2
· , Oregon I
Pennsylvania I 2 2 2
• Scotland I I
South Carolina 3 6 I 4 3 2 7 2 4 2 5 6 5 I
Tennessee 14 16 12 19 20 13 16 13 18 18 22 12 12 II 16
Texas 7 13 12 16 14 20 15 22 40 37 34 46 57 61 61
Virginia 6 4 5 9 3 4 3 4 6 4 5 2 5 6
West Virginia I I 2 2 2
x-nO informatIon available
•
•
..
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lThis study is based on data compiled from: John Cardwell, Fifteenth
Legislature; Sketches of Legislators and State Officers, 1876·1878 (Austin:
Democratic Statesman Steam Print, 1876); E. W. Swindells, A Legi.~lative Manual
for the State of Texas (Austin: E. W. Swindells, 1879); Will Lambert, Pocket
Directory of the Seventeenth Legislature oj Texas (Austin: Swindells Book & Job
Office. 1881) and Pocket Directory of the Eighteenth Legislature of Texas (Aus-
tin: Deffenbaugh & Company, 1883); E. H. Loughery, Personnel of the Texas
State Government for 1885 (Austin: L. E. Daniell, 1885); L. E. Daniell, Per-
sonnel of the Texas State Government (Austin: City Printing Company, 1887),
Personnel of the Texas State Government (Austin: Smith, Hicks, and Jones, 1889);
and Personnel of the Texas State Government (San Antonio: Maverick Printing
House, 1892); Rules of Order of the House of Representatives (4 va1s.; Austin:
Smith, Hicks, and Jones, 1889); Henry Hutchings, 1891; Ben C. Jones & Com-
pany, 1893-1895); Rules of Order of the Senate (Austin: Henry Hutchings, 1890;
Texas Legislative Manual (Austin: Hutchings Printing Company, 1893; Ben C.
Jones & Company, 1897; Von Boeckmann, Moore, Schutze, 1899; Von Boeck·
mann, Schutze & Company, 1901; Von Boeckmann-Jones Company, 1903;
Gammel-Statesman Publishing Company, 1905); McArthur and Wicke'S, The
Twenty-seventh Legislature and State Administration of Texas, 1901 (Austin:
Ben C. Jones & Company, 1900.
~Ralph A. Wooster, "Membership in Early Texas Legislatures, 1850·1860,"
Southwestern Historical Quarterly, LXIX (October, 1965), 173.
8J. E. Ericson, "Delegates to the Texas Constitutional Convention of 1875:
A Reappraisal," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, LXVII (July, 1963), 22-27.
~These figures are based on United States census statistics as compiled in
the Texas Almanac, 1966-1967 (Dallas, 1965), 129-138.
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FELIX "ZERO" ERVIN:
LOUISIANA NEGRO SLAVE AND EAST TEXAS FREEMAN
by JOHN N. eRAYENS
Felix Ervin was a versatile, unforgettable character belonging to an efa
beginning near the middle of the nineteenth century and extending into the
twentieth century. He deserves the historian's attention. He was the son of
Caroline Ervin, who was born a slave about 1817 in Louh:iana. Felix was· also
born in slavery near Mansfield, Louisiana, about 1855. His only brother.
Anderson Ervio, was born in Louisiana about 1848.
The writer of this paper was fortunate to hear Ervin tell many stories about
his life as a slave. When he was on a wagon train moving west as a small boy.
his master gave him some money to buy a box of matches when the wagOns
stopped at a stofe On their route. The storekeeper charged the young Negro
twenty-five cents for the box of matches, When the slave owner heard of the
high price charged, he (;ursed long and loud.
When Nathaniel p, Banks attacked Mansfield, Louisiana. in 1864, Ervin had
already deserted his master and was hidden out in the woods near there. He said
that the guns were so loud that he had to stop up his ears to keep the sound from
breaking his eardrums. Shortly after the battle, Felix, his mother, his brother
Anderson, his two sisters Nancy and Maggy, and other slave Negroes were freed
at Mansfield.
Ervin and his family migrated to Douglass, Nacogdoches County, Texas,
shortly after receiving their freedom because, according to the U.S. Census of
1870, his two younger sisters, Gambrella, aged three, and Mary, less than a year
old, had been born in Texas. That same Ninth Census stated that Felix was
15 years of age; his sister Nancy was 20, and his sister Maggie was 12.4 Ander-
son Ervin, Felix's only brother, came to Angelina County about the same time.~
According to the U.S. Census of 1880, Felix was 22 years of age, an
illiterate farm laborer living in the northern part of Angelina County and was
still single. 6 Sometime during this decade, Felix met Elnora, also an ex-slave
and former resident of the Boyd neighborhood near Alto and later of Douglass.
She was several years younger than Felix and had 'three illegitimate children.
The oldest child was by a white man by the name of Boyd. Then she had two
children by Thornton Morrison, colored and a native of Texas, but both his
parents were born in Louisiana. Morrison was born December 8, 1856. Henry
Morrison, one of the children, placed a tombstone at his father's grave after
Morrison's death on February 16, 1940. It had been said that Felix lost his
patience with one of Elnora's other sons and threw him over a fence where his
head hit a stump. The child died soon afterwards. f
Felix began to work on the farm for John L. Bailey shortly after Bailey
moved from Crossroads to Wells in 1887, His wife, Elnora and the children
helped him with the farm work. The children of Felix: and Elnora were Daisy,
Eliza, Fannie, Clara, Gustavus, Eli, Bill, and Ed. The Ervin family also assisted
Mrs. John L. Bailey with her housework. All of Felix's daughters, who were
good cooks, always credited Mrs, Bailey with teaching them to cook. Felix and
John N. Cravens is a Professor of History at Midwestern University.
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his family cleared most of the one-hundred acre farm owned by Bailey at Wells.
He also cleared land for Ben Warner, Rube Sessions, Jimmie Bowman, Will
Lewis, and M. A. Chapmon, who were neighbors of Bailey. He planted an
orchard of pears. apples, peaches, and other fruits for Bailey, and a few of the
pear trees are living today in the writer's front yard. Although be never did
public work at sawmills, on roads, or gins, he was an excellent basket maker.·
He made the same type of baskets found in the old pictures of slaves picking
cotton.
Lawrence D. Rice explains the reason for Felix and thousands of other
ex·slaves making loyal and satisfactory workers was because Texas escaped from
the ravages of the Civil War, the long military occupation afterwards, and the
freedom propaganda which spread over other large areas of the South. Ervin
and most other freedmen of eastern Texas continued to be servile until the end
of their lives. g Felix never talked about civil rights Or politics. Negroes of
Wells voted only in general elections in November and sometimes in school board
and board referendums when invited by the white people. Ervin never talked
freely with white people but was ready to answer questions about his family,
friends, and best ways to do menial tasks when asked.
Felix claimed to be able to conjure warts. He took an ear of corn, prefer.
ably of the yellow variety, sbellf.d the grains from the ear. After rubbing the
warts, he would name the cob Filey and throw it over his left shoulder. Then
he would assure the person that the warts would be gone in a few days. Felix,
who was also good at water·witching, would cut a peach tree limb into a three
pronged stick. Then he would walk along holding the two prongs and the third
pointing toward the ground. When the third prong would almost touch the
ground in spite of the firm grip according to Felix's belief, a well could be dug
and plenty of good water would be found. 1Q
Felix was average in size and weight. He was very black and had a loose
piece of skin on his neck. A little mustache grew on his upper lip and once a
week he shaved himself with a straight razor. He always wore a felt hat both
summer and winter. In winter he wore a cOat and woolen trousers. His clothing
for summer was usually thin and ragged, especially when he was working.tl
Sara Gilliam, a colored woman friend, said that 'She only saw Felix drunk
one time and that was at the wedding of his granddaughter, Estilene Ervin, who
was the daughter of Fannie Ervin. The wedding was at the house of Taylor
Ervin, a son-in-law of Felix. Felix jumped high and danced around boasting of
having such a fine granddaughter. Also he commented freely On how fortunate
he was to get a new grandson by the marriage. His son-in-law, Henry Barnes,
and his daughter, Daisy, put an end to his excited behavior by putting Felix to
bed at Taylor's home. I ~
Felix's wife Elnora was also fond of alcoholic beverages and often got
drunk. Mrs. Leona Mitchell Moten, a niece, said that Elnora went with her
SOD, Henry Morrison, to the express office at Welts on the eighteen of June to
pick up a case of whiskey for the big "Juneteenth" celebration the next day.
They came to town in a wagon pulled by two small Spanish mules, and before
they got back home, both mother and son were very drunk.
Elnora had a number of half-brothers and half-sisters with the same mother
as Elnora but with different fathers. They were Patsy Twine Mitchell, Susie,
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Phylis Thornton, Dora Lang Jones, Jim Twine, Noah Roland, George Lane, and
Wesley Lane. Elnora often came to Pollok to visit her sister Patsy, the mother
of Mrs. Leona Mitchell Moten.13
Felix was very superstitious. He refused to walk under ladders, and believed
in ghosts and other spirits. One could scare him by saying "Look behind you,
Felix!" He would turn around, look and then start running away. A newspaper
over one's face. or a false face, would frighten him. The writer remembers one
Christmas that a young Negro put on a Santa Claus mask and walked toward
Felix. Felix ran until the masked Negro caught up with him. A little scuffle
took place and Felix tore up the mask. As Felix grew older he stopped attending
Christmas tree parties at the Wells Chapel Baptist Church because he was 80
frightened by the Santa Claus mask. 14
Felix attended the "Juneteenth" celebrations held around Wens. Felix said
that when the festivities reached their peak, the young people would start
shouting and jumping about. One of the joyful group would cry out, 4'Unc1e
Felix, why don't you ,dance and shout like us young folks because we're free,
free, free!" Felix said that he would reply, "Hush up your silly foolishness,
You don't know what freedom is, When I was a slave I never knew what bunger
was. I was never embarrassed about my clothes. My master saw to it that Us
slaves had good regular well·cooked meals and plenty of clothes for Sunday and
to work in!" On one "Juneteenth" instead of attending a celebration, Felix
spent the entire day cleaning out a strawberry patch for a white family.
Felix loved to eat cheese and crackers for his lunch when he came to town.
At home he loved to eat cornbread with butter and milk. He put salt in his tea
and coffee when "Sugar was not available. Once the writer observed Felix, his
daughter Daisy, her husband, Henry Barnes, and Daisy's two children Bowdiddle
and Doody going to the second table for their noon meal in the home of Joe L.
Cravens, after a long hard morning of setting out tomato plants in the field.
Felix sat at the head of the table and when all the group were comfortably
seated, the old man gave a very sensible prayer of thanks. This was followed by
Felix passing the meat and other food to the other members of his family. The
young white observer concluded that the second table participants excelled the
whites in observation of nice manners and good behavior. Felix later told the
writer that only three families in the Wells community allowed him to eat at
their dining table. These were the families of John L. Bailey, Joe L. Cravens,
and Ben Warner. At all other white homes of Wells, Felix was given a plate of
food at the backdoor steps where he was expected to eat quietly and to notify the
lady of the house when he had finished eating.
Felix had few associates in the latter part of his life. He was a loner most
of the time. He would sit in one place usually under a tree for several hours at
a time, Sometimes he would sit outside with some railroad track workers and
their families living in quarters made out of discarded boxcars across the tracks
from the depot. His closest friends were Henry Barnes and all the members of
the Ervin family. Also Will McCraney, a mulatto, was a close friend of Felix·s.
Felix bought On credit from Mark McWhorter a little farm of 52 acres with
a little unpainted three-room house made of rough planks. The houSe had a
wood stove, several beds, chairs, and tables. Rube Sessions bought the notes
from McWhorter. Felix owned a mule and continued to plant crops of cotton
and corn for a number of years. Felix was never able to pay the mortgage and
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Sessions sold the property to Ben Warner. l' During his last years Felix worked
for other people. He chopped wood, worked gardens, plowed fields, hoed, and
picked corn, cotton, tomatoes, and peas. He cleaned out outdoor toilets for
individuals and the Wells Public School. He cleaned out attics and cut weeds
and grass for various people in the community. He helped in the killing of hogs
and the curing of meat.
Felix was not a "Stepandfetchit" prototype in any way when he was around
white people. He was considered a mean Negro because he would fight anybody
who crossed him; he feared no one unless the person wore a false face. Tom
Warner, a white man, got in a fight with him and was almost whipped. Warner
said later that the Negro would have won the fight if onlookers had not spoken
words of encouragement. Felix also had trouble with Ben Warner, Jesse Harri-
son, and several others over the amount of wages he felt ought to be paid him. 16
Once Felix got into an argument with a high tempered young white house-
wife over his wages. The angry WOman picked up a large stick of wood and
moved toward the old Negro. Felix did not move out of his tracks but raised
up his hands to ward off the blow. He then said to her "You might kill me
but you won't eat me." The angry young woman swore that she would never
employ or feed Felix again. He then walked away calmly. Several weeks later
Felix returned, went to the wood pile, and cut up a hige pile of kindling wood
and other wood. Then he sat on the chopping block until the housewife called
him in for his breakfast. Thus the feud was ended.
Felix was a member of the Baptist Church of Douglass in the late 1880's.
After coming to Wells, he became affiliated with the Wells Chapel Baptist
Church. In his later years he served as one of the deacons and sat up in the
front in the Amen corner. When he was asked to give the opening prayer, he
always ended it by singing "I'm going to stay on bended knees to serve my
Lord." The congregation would join in the singing and the service would become .."
a spirited devotion. Felix would get happy and praise God and testify about
how he had been able to "come through," Sometimes he would start lifting
the benches from one end and cause four or five Negroes to fall off. Then two l.o
or three of the leaders of the congregation would carry him out of the church to
calm down the crowd and let the service return to normality. Felix would go
to New Prospect Baptist Church near Pollok for fourth Sunday services since
the Wells Church did not meet every Sunday. Felix's advice to his children and
grandchildren was to go to Sunday School and church and to stay out of bad
company. The old Negro urged his children and others not to join a church
unless they planned to live a Christian life. A nephew, now eighty years of age,
said that he never heard Felix curse in his life. When asked if he could read,
Felix would say that he could only read the Bible. He always carried a Bible
when going to church on Sunday. He could quote passages fairly accurately
from the Bible and made some very sensible interpretations of the Scriptures.
He always refused to look at a newspaper when offered one to read. His
favorite religious song was the "Old One Hundred.""
In his last years Felix lived with his daughters. First he lived in the home
of Daisy Barnes. Then he went to live in the home of another daughter, Eliza
Rattler. Felix was sick very little during his life and took little medicine, but as
he began to grow older, he was afflicted with rheumatism. His last days were -,:
spent in the home of his daughter, Clara and her husband. Taylor Ervin. Dr.
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1. J. Lockhart attended the ailing colored man on August 15 and 16, 1936, and
diagnosed his illness as bronchial pneumonia. Felix died at six o'clock in the
morning of August 16. R. N. Rattler, a son-in-law, served as the acting under-
taker. '" A local truck owned by Joe L. Cravens served as the hearse to take the
body of Felix in its simple wooden casket to the New Center Prospect Baptist
• Church near Pollok, Angelina County, Texas, for his funeral service. The
Reverend Mr. Blake presided at this last religious service for Felix. i9 His casket
was then carried to the nearby New Center Prospect Cemetery where Felix was
buried beside his wife, Elnora, who had died a number of years. before.
Today their graves are marked with a thin piece of marble bearing no
inscription, each slab having been pushed in the ground by hand. Several per·
simmon sprouts and clumps of tall grass and weeds mark their final resting
places. Nearby are the graves of a number of their children and grandchildren
and other near relatives of the old couple.
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D·DAY IN A CROSS TIMBERS VILLAGE
by B. P. GALLAWAY
131
On a stormy~ Monday morning, June 5, 1944, General Dwight D. Eisenhower
suddenly rose to his feet and faced the Allied commanders assembled in the War
map room of the old Southwick House, near Portsmouth, England. 1 It was
4:15 a.m. Ike's next statement was destined to mark the following day, Tuesday.
June 6th, as "D-Day," one of the most significant days in the history of World
War II.
"0. K.," the 53-year-old general said grimly, ''we'll go'''2
The room was emptied of personnel in a matter of seconds as Allied
commanders rushed to their units to take the first steps which would set in
motion the largest and most massive invasion in the history of man!~
Shortly after midnight on June 6th, the invasion began. British and
American airborne troops made the initial drops into the darkness which shrouded
the Normandy Peninsula, and later, just before dawn, seaborne landings were
made along the coast after hours of preparatory bombardment. During the
" weeks and months which followed, more than two million Allied troops, 20,000
vehicles, and literally mountains of supplies were landed on the coast of German·
occupied France. 4 As the world would eventually learn, this giant operation
signaled the beginning of the end for Adolf Hitler and his Third Reich.
Within minutes after the first Normandy drops began, the news was flashed
out to the world, Radio operators in various parts of North America began
picking up a series of flashes from Berlin announcing the invasion, The first
Allied news which arrived in the United States originated in Eisenhower's head-
quarters in England and was read over a trans~At1antic hookup at 2:32 a.m.
(central war time). Everyone of the seventy-four Associated Press newspaper
offices in Texas was notified and put on the wire, and the official announcement
of the invasion was flashed into the Lone Star State. 5
During these days, Dublin, Texas, was a thriving little town of approxi-
mately 2,500 inhabitants nestled among the gently-rolling hills of the Western
Cross Timbers. It was essentially a farm and ranch community which catered
to fann~related industries. In addition to grocery stores, service stations, general
merchandise establishments, coffee shops, dry goods stores, and other businesses
common to East Texas towns, Dublin boasted two hatcheries, two feed mills,
several cottOn gins, a cheese plant, a peanut mill, and a creamery. ~ Dublin was
served by the Santa Fe, "Katy," and Wichita Falls and Southern railroads; and
Patrick and Blackjack streets. in the center of town, formed a junction for High-
way 67 which ran north and south and Highway 6 which ran east and west.
Public school commencement ceremOnies had been conducted just one week
earlier, and forty-eight young men and women had been graduated, thus bringing
to a close the 1943-1944 school year. r The school superintendent, R. S. Vestal.
was making preparations to move to Dimmitt, while the future superintendent,
w. D. Raley, was living with his family in ClYde.
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"I recall that we were in Clyde when we heard about the invasion," ex-
plained Mr. Raley. "The telephone operator called us and gave us the news."s
As Superintendent Raley contemplated his move to Dublin, he must have
been aware that the chief landmark in his future home town was a huge, neon
sign which hung above Patrick Street in the center of town. Against a faded,
blue background, large white Jetters boldly announced to the world that this
little town was "Dublin, Home of the WorId's Championship Rodeo.'" When
the news of D-Day arrived during the pre-dawn hours on June 6th, the fifth
annual rodeo had just ended only a few weeks before, but Mayor C. E. Leather-
wood and the directors of the rodeo association had already begun planning for
an even bigger rodeo the foHowing year. 10
The first news of the Normandy landings probably came to the night
operators in the upstairs telephone office of the Texas Power and Light building
or perhaps to night watchmen and law enforcement officials who had access to
radios. Churchbells, sirents, and whistles announced the invasion about 3:00 a.m.
in many Texas towns,]] but evidently the great majority of Dublin citizens Were
allowed to sleep until daybreak and learn of the historic event from their radios
at breakfast. Many Dublinites did not hear the news until they ·arrived for work
later in the morning. Some service stations, such as Camp Dublin station and
cafe on North Patrick, were open all night and the landings were probably
discussed by transient truck drivers and bleary-eyed, early-morning coffee drinkers,
The people of Dublin depended largely upon radio newscasts for current
reports on the progress of the invasion, and during the course of the day they
listened to special messages from General Eisenhower and President Franklin D.
Roosevelt. Hearing these familiar voices tell them that all was well seemed to
bolster their courage and their determination to endure. Many heard the Presi-
dent speak on the evening of June 5th, but'they assembled around their radios
again on D-Day to hear another message from their national leader. Roosevelt
stated that he had known the night before when he had spoken On the fall of
Rome that Allied troops were crossing the English Channel at that very moment
to launch "another and greater operation. "12 A feeling of sheer desperation and
helplessness permeated every comer of the little village, and anxious Dublinites
braced themselves to hear the most recent news concerning the advance or
retreat of AHied troops, All during the day the news reports were generally
favorable, but the impression prevailed that Allied casualties were high.
Newspapers played an important role in keeping DubIinites abreast of
rapidly-moving events. Elmo Hallmark, Dublin agent for the Fort Worth Star-
Telegram and the Dallas Morning News, received a special shipment of extra
editions about I :00 on the afternoon of the invasion,'3 and the regular edition of
the local weekly, the Dublin Progress, appeared three day~ later and carried a
short story of the Normandy landings. The Progress reported that an "invasion
prayer meeting" was held on the Baptist Church lawn on the evening of June 7th,
and all "service men's mothers and wives" were invited to assemble every
Wednesday morning in the parlor of the Methodist Church to praY "for the
success of the invasion."] 4
Heads were bowed for prayer allover Texas. The people of Dublin, along
with the people of other towns and cities, huddled close to their radios and
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prayed with the President for British and American boys fighting on the blood-
soaked beaches of Normandy:
Lead them straight and true. Give strength to their arms,
stoutness to their hearts, steadfastness to their faith. They will
need thy blessings. Their role will be long and hard, for the
enemy is strong. He may hurl back our forces.
Success may not come with rushing speed, but we shall
return again and again, and we know that by Thy grace and
by the righteousness of OUf cause, our sons will triumph!H
The news of the first landings in Normandy spread rapidly through the
downtown sections of town during the mid-morning hours as residents arrived in
town for work or shopping. Before D. R. Franks and his wife opened the City
Drug store, located in the center of town, they stopped by their church for
prayer. Uppermost in their minds during the course of the day was the safety
of their son Raymond, a navigator stationed in England. Later, they learned that
he flew three missions across the Channel on this very day. H Cafes and coffee
shops became popular sites for news discussions, but since D·Day fell on a
Tuesday, the number of sidewalk meanderers arriving in town was probably
smaller than usual. Frugal housewives may have contributed to the small number
of people downtown by deciding to postpone their shopping tours until the
following Saturday. perhaps hoping that Gerald McIlroy, a local grocer, might
put his tomatoes back "on special" at 9 cents per pound. 1 T Since this particular
Tuesday did not follow a "trade" Monday and since most merchants followed
McIlroy's example and ran their "specials" on weekends, it seems reasonable to
conclude that it was not a major shopping day. Nevertheless, the customary,
small groups of rough·hewn males began to assemble by the large window in
"Doc" Lander's Corner Drug store to discuss items of masculine interest, which
undoubtedly included the Normandy invasion. Later in the day, similar groups
formed down the street on the shady side of Patrick in front of the Dublin
National Bank and farther up the block by 'the stairs between Higginbotham's
department store and D. R. Franks' City Drug.
Discussions of the invasion were not restricted to cafe conferences and
sidewalk symposiums, however. Joe Kennedy, who worked in Higginbotham's,
remembered discussing with his customers the widely-held notion that the war
might soon be over.
"The news of the landings and airborne assaults," Mr. Kennedy recalled,
"brought new hopes for an early victory and a close to all hostilities."l1
And, the same opinion was held by the personnel in the trucking office of
"Charlie Ben and his Moving Men," located behind a Gulf service station on a
well known old street popularly caIled "Rat Row." Mable Bradberry, book-
keeping for her son who owned the trucking establishment, recalled that "every-
body in the office and everybody in town was terribly, terribly excited about the
landings.'ot D
As often as not, the excitement which swept town was born of fear and
anxiety since so many local boys were believed to be involved in the Normandy
fighting. And, many were, Among them was the present-day Postmaster, Bill
Cowan, who plunged into the "cold waters of the English Channel" and waded
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ashore On Utah Beach.· Q Fred Patton, a member of a special engineer brigade,
stormed ashore On bloody Omaha Beach during the initial landings. Lloyd
Maikell, flying with the 316th Troop Carrier Command, helped tow gliders
filled with troops across the Channel. D Vernon Gilbriath and Manson Humph-
ries also "hit the beaches of Normandy" on this historic day. 21
As was feared by the home folk, some Dublin boys were captured, wounded,
and killed. Among them was Leland Burdette who was in the first waves of the
invasion but was severely wounded and returned to England. Vernon Gilbriath
and James A. Boynton fought their way into the French interior, but Gilbriath
was captured and Boynton was killed in action.'·
As D-Day drew to a close and darkness descended about the little East
Texas town, its inhabitants knew that the "second front" which Joseph Stalin had
demanded for so long had finally been initiated. But there were many things
that they did not know and must wait to learn. They did not know whether or
not the invasion would succeed. They did not know how much it would cost in
human lives. More important to them at the moment, they did not know how
personal it would become. All they could do was read their newspapers, listen
to their radios, continue to pray-and, wait!
As city lights came on, some Dublinites sought escape from the anxieties
and excitement of the day by listening to their favorite Tuesday evening radio
programs. Others visited friends, wrote letters to loved ones, or simply prepared
to retire early. More adventurous souls attended J. W. Blevins' Majestic theater,
downtown. Blevins' motion picture program was an unlikely "double-feature"
combination entitled, "Rosie the Riveter," starring Jane Frazee, and, "Deep in
the Heart of Texas," with Johnny Mack Brown. It seems reasonable to conclude
that his cash receipts on the evening of D-Day were anything. but spectacular.
•
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
by BOBBY H. JOHNSON
· .
Military buffs will be interested in the recent pUblications of the Old Army
Press (405 Link Lane, Ft. Collins, Colorado, 80521). Each is accompanied by
or prominently features pictures, paintings and other illustrations that graphically
enlivens the text. Available titles include lndian-Fighting A rmy, by Fairfax
Downey ($10.00), BUffalo Soldiers West, by John M. Carroll ($7.00), and The
Face of Courage: The Rinehart Collection of Indian Photographs, introduction by
Royal Sutton ($12.50), among others. Of immediate interest is a handsome
portfolio by J. Hefter of six plates illustrating the uniforms of the Army of the
Republic of Texas. They were painted to accompany the forthcoming Star Alone,
The Army of the Republic of Texas. Bound like a book, they are easily remov-
able for framing but store nicely in the stiff-board binding that protects them
more than adequately. The colors are brilliant and dramatize that the Texas
army was not, at least in intention, a rag-tag group. Also included is a facsimile
reproduction of the 1839 Dress Regulations of the Army, issued by executive
order but signed by Albert Sydney Johnston. This 16-page pamphlet is complete,
detailed, and informative. The plates should be very useful for classroom use,
and historians interested in dress or military affairs will find them interesting.
The price for the Portfolio is $10.00.
A new book, Historic Houses of San Augustine, will be available December L
Compiled by Mrs. Edward Clark, this pictorial work will feature homes, churches,
and the old mission site. An announcement notes that William D. Wittliff is the
publisher and Jim Alvis the photographer. Persons interested in acquiring a copy
should send $11.00 to the San Augustine Historical Association, Box 622, San
Augustine.
The San Antonio Conservation Society celebrated its forty-eighth birthday
in March. Special recognition went to two living founders, Miss Emily Edward!'>
and Mrs. Lane Taylor.
Several new films on American Folk Art are available from Colonial Wil·
liamsburg. The films, which may be rented or purchased, are "Folk Artist of
the Blue Ridge", "Around the World in Eighty Feet", "New England Folk
Painter", and 'The Art of the Conservator." In addition, there is a sound film-
strip on American folk art and a folk art slide lecture set. Inquiries should be
sent to: Film Distribution Section, Colonial William!:iburg Foundation, Box C,
Williamsburg, VA 23185.
The Journal recently received an attractive brochure describing the Presi-
dential Museum in Odessa. Located on the lower level of the Ector County
·-
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, ;" Library, the museum features more than 5,000 artifacts and items of presidential
memorabilia.
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The Texas Historical Survey Committee sponsored a traveling museum
workshop for museum personnel around the state. The six one-day sessions
were held in April and were designed to assist small museum curators.
One such meeting occurred in Huntsville on April 24, hosted by the Walker
County Historical Survey Committee and the Sam Houston museum. Assisting
with the seminar were Lawrence Miller of the University of Texas, Lonn Taylor
of the Winedale Inn, and Ron Morrison of the Texas Parks and Wildlife Depart·
ment. A delegation attended from the San Jacinto County Historical Survey
Committee.
The Historical Survey Committee also announces the appointment of Daniel
J. Traverse as state museum consultant. His duties will include visits. to the
more than 300 museums in Texas.
County Judge Peyton M. Walters was recently named president of the
Polk County Library·Museum Board. Other members of the board are: Ward
Jones, Ben R. Ogletree, Allen Peebles, Harry Weingertner, Mrs. B. C. Lively,
Miss Lorene Stevens, Moody Jackson, Jr., and Robert Willis. Ex-officio members
are Tom Nevinger and Mrs. D. C. Sewell.
Polk County has been chosen as one of the ten pilot counties in Texas for
participation in the production of county histories. A script and slides will be
prepared by the local historical survey committee.
Persons interested in maintaining historical landmarks are urged to join the
National Trust for Historic Preservation. A variety of memberships is available,
ranging from a $10 active membership to a 525 associate membership. Those
interested should write the National Trust for Historic Preservation, 740-748
Jackson Place, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20006.
Fifteen county historical survey committees have been selected to participate
in a pilot oral history project organized by the State Historical Survey Com-
mittee. East Texas counties are Hill, Freestone, and Montgomery. The project
is funded by the Texas Historical Foundation.
History Club members at Tarrant County Junior College celebrated Texas
Independence Day with an impressive program of speakers. Dr. Ralph Steen,
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president of Stephen F. Austin State University, spoke on ''The Continuing Revo-
lution." Other speakers were Lt. Gov. Ben Barnes, Arthur Guerrero. Jenkins
Garrett, and Dr. Melvin Banks.
The Confederate Research Center at Hill Junior College, Hillsboro, recently
hosted the centennial reunion of Hood's Texas Brigade Association. Reactivated
at HIe in 1966, the Association is one of the strongest post-war veterans groups
formed in the United States. More than 500 persons hold membership in the
group. Dr. Frank Vandiver was scheduled to speak at the banquet climaxing
the Spring meeting.
The American Association for State and Local History continues to
recognize outstanding contributions to the field of state and local history.
Appropriate nominations, referred through regional chairmen, were acted upon
at the AASLH annual meeting in September. Texas is in Region 8, along with
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma. Dorman H. Winfrey of the Texas State
Library is regional chairman.
The following information was submitted by Hobart Key, Jr., of Marshall.
In 1894 my grandfather Edmund Key was president of the First National
Bank, Marshall, Texas; a position he held for more than 50 years. Mr. Louis
B. Webster was president of the bank in Jefferson, Texas. The Websters were
also an old East Texas family with large land interests in Panola and Marion
Counties. Mr. Louis Webster helped develop the Caddo oil field.
The whole of East Texas was agitated in 1893-95 by the activities of the
James and Younger gangs of desperados and bank robbers. These activities
culminated in the famous bank robbery in Longview in which a number of
people lost their lives in an old fashioned gun battle on the streets of Longview.
On May 28th, 1894, one of the gang was drinking heavily in the famous
Rosebud Saloon in Jefferson, Texas. This establishment, located on Vale Street,
convenient to the county court, was only one of the numerous saloons catering
to the boom town port of Jefferson, head of navigation on the way west to Texas
and at the time of the wealthy towns of the area. Jefferson boasted in 1898 of
15 saloons, 4 banks and the heaviest river traffic in the state.
When the Rosebud closed at around 12:30 a.m. on the morning of the 29th
the clean up boy found a money purse on the floor of the back bar. In it was
found the following letter which was forwarded to Mr. Key in Marshall, at once,
by messenger on horseback. Mr. Webster's letter of transmittal explains the
circumstances. The messenger, a trusted servant of the bank, and a deputy
sheriff covered the 15 miles from Jefferson to Marshall in 1 hour and 12 minutes
and delivered the message to Mr. Key at his home at 4:20 a.m. on the 29th.
Suitable arrangements were made by all banks and in the words of the Victorian
era "The plot was foiled."
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Here follows Mr. Webster's letter and the James and Younger gang letter
which was enclosed:
Jefferson. Texas
5129/94
Mr. Key
Dear Sir and Friend
I enclose you a true copy of a letter found on the floor of a saloon in this
city at a late hour last night by Our deputy Sheriff. The letter was in an old
money purse. Please keep very quite about the matter as we are going to try
to stop them. By no means allow the public to get hold of it.
YOUTS truly
(5) Louis B. Webster
AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY
Bright Star Tex
May 27, 1894
Dear Pete
We slipped up on the Shreveport scheme our guide was taken sick from
vaccination we will chop cotton for AbIine until the Longview boys make a
deposit of booty. I always was against dividing the boys. I always thought we
orter have taken Longview Marshal and Jefferson furst which could have been
dun too slick, pore George Bennet is gone and I always told him he orter wear
his bress plate even if it did hurt him. He was to brave. Now if we had been
together pore George wood be living. We expect to much for business purposes
at hope as Konsow-we intend to sea to it that the banks let money out to the
people or give it to us and we will circulate for them. We dont mine given a
pore feller a few dollars to help him along. We have got more friends than the
bankers have because we are more liberal. We will keep you posted when we
will visit Jefferson and Marshall our plans worked out by Capt Frank is to send
horses to suitable places on Red River by Guss. with horse traders outfit. I ship
over guns and anununishun in drummers trunk as bagage. We will never be
together until we meet you at your selected place. We to be selected yet on the
Caddo take by wagin to our boats-We will have four paulin saks to put the
silver in. You will take charge of Jefferson silver and sink in the river and if
to hotly pursued will berry Marshall silver in lake I send this by Sticlen who is
breakin for a time to find out some things I gave it to him a Alloula we will all
be together soon that aint woonded. I send you thirty five dollars to pay expenses
destroy this. Keep us posted by mailing our men on the Frances Jessie is gone
to meet the other boys.
Alfred.
ps.
Our grate work is not begun yet. After the H. James we are going for national
officers and bankers not missing only a few will escape. We will have a black
and white list.
It will be noted that the members of the gang mentioned in the letter can,
with some certainty, be identified. Capt. Frank being Frank James and Jesse
being Jessie James. I have retained the original spelling and quaint word use,
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just as in the original, now much faded and still in my possession. It is inter-
esting to note that the Shreveport spy was taken ill from a vaccination. In 1894
some quack doctors in Shreveport were vaccinating against yellow fever, which
had almost depopulated the city in an earlier year, and it is possible the spy fell
victim to these false doctors.
This incident in the career of the James gang has never before been published
and should add factual evidence to the store of legend surrounding the career of
the James brothers and their men.
The Journal regrets the recent passing of Dr. C. K. Chamberlain, co-
founder of the East Texas Historical Association and long-time editor of
its publication. Dr. Chamberlain, who retired from Stephen F. Austin
State University in August, 1971 fOllowing a long career in education, died
on June 13, 1972 from injuries sustained in an automobile accident eight
days earlier. We are thankful that we carried a tribute to Dr. Chamberlain
by Carl L. Davis in our Spring, 1972 issue, pages 3 through 6, at a time
when he could enjoy it with us.
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Eugene C. Barker: Historian. By William C. Pool. Austin (Texas State
Historical Association) 1971. Index, illus. Pp. 228. $10.50.
Eugene Campbell Barker entered the University of Texas as a freshman in
the fall of 1895, and, with the exception of a few years spent in graduate school,
remained with the institution until his retirement in 1950. During many of these
years, Barker was Chairman of the Department of History and deserves credit
for building a truly outstanding department.
Barker was a man of high character and determined loyalties. Although a
casual acquaintance might never have known it, he was compassionate and
generous. By every scale, he deserves to be remembered as a great teacher, a
great historian, and a great man. One evidence of his stature is the fact that
many historians trained at the University of Texas use Barker as their model.
Research and teaching were his major interests, but Barker was deeply con-
cerned with the welfare of the institution. He was involved in some causes
extensively-in the major issues and controversies which involved the University
between 1915 and 1950. He was a diligent behind-the-scenes worker in defending
the University against the attacks of Governor Ferguson in 1917. Several docu-
ments issued during that controversy were written by Barker even though his
name does not appear on them.
Barker opposed the abandonment of the campus in north Austin for a new
campus on the Colorado River. He also had a part in building a campus oppo-
sition which caused Governor Pat Neff to decline the presidency of the University
when it was offered to him in 1923. He supported President Rainey in the
initial stages of his dispute with the Regents, but finally came to believe that the
welfare of the University demanded a neW president.
Barker's position of leadership in the faculty is also indicated by the fact
that he was seriously considered for the presidency on at least one occasion. It is
just as well that the offer was never made because there are far more acceptable
administrators than scholars.
In April, 1950, just a few weeks. before his retirement, Barker was present
for the dedication of the Eugene C. Barker Texas History Center on the Univer~
sity campus. This tribute was great within itself. It becomes even greater in
view of the fact that never before had the University dedicated a building or a
function to a living faculty member.
The author has written a biography which will please the friends and asso·
ciates of Barker and which deserves to be classified as good. The presentation is
accurate and fair, and every attempt is made to avoid taking sides in faculty
politics. This position is maintained even in discussing the New Deal which
Barker was never able to look upon as anything other than a personal affront.
The book has a pleasing appearance and a good index. Both the text and
the footnotes give evidence of careful research, and there are few errors. It is a
pleasing biography of the Eugene C. Barker whom I knew.
Ralph W. Steen
Stephen F. Austin State University
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Rupert N. Richardson: The Man and His Works. By Katharyn Duff,
Elizabeth A. Gatlin, Calvin C. Turpin, and Charles R. Richardson.
Austin (Encino Press), 1971. Illustration.
In honor of Dr. Richardson's eighty years Hardin-Simmons University has
published this attractively bound, fifty-one page synopsis of the man. Katbaryn
Duff has written an informative biography which belies its brevity by capturing
the spirit of Professor Richardson and indicating his contributions to his
cherished institution, his denomination, and his state. The reader will be
impressed with the scholarly contributions to studies of the Southwest from a
lanky, droll West Texan. Miss Duff is quite accurate in declaring that he is
well received by all generations. To watch and listen as he combs sparse locks
of hair with his hand while expostulating on the peculiarities of bees is to love
the man. To read the listing of his works compiled by librarians Turpin and
Gatlin, the listing of these directed, and that of his honors and awards compiled
by Hardin·Simmons University's Director of Public Information Charles Richard-
son, is to be awed by his productivity. This volume will be useful as a biblio-
graphical source for those interested in Texas or Southwestern United States
history; it will be appreciated by those who know or would like to know
Rupert N. Richardson.
Jerry M. Self
Nacogdoches, Texas
The Historian's Handbook: A Descriptive Guide to Reference Works.
By Helen ]. Poulton. Norman (University of Oklahoma Press),
1972. Indexes, Pp. xi, 304. $4.95.
Knowing how and when to use the reference library is the key to efficient
research. Helen J. Poulton, librarian and historian, offers The Historian's Hand-
book: A Descriptive Guide to Reference Works as a one volume signpost to the
primary reference aids available to the historian in his search for bibliographic
materials. After consulting thecategoricaIly listed resources, the researcher can
quickly find the specific title for his purpose, thus eliminating many hours of
combing the library for a reference book that fLlls his need. The handbook, it
should be noted, is not an intensive study of the contents of reference books but
is primarily a directory of where the student can go to find bibliographic infor·
mation on a given topic.
Poulton does not pretend to catalog all materials useful in a particular
area but rather selects and lists only basic reference tools; for example, the
Directory oj American Scholars is given as the standard work listing living
American scholars while other sources are noted though not annotated. Abundant
footnotes provide the complete publication data on each work. The major
categories into which the author places reference materials include: libraries and
catalogs. guides and manuals, encyclopedias and dictionaries. almanacs and
statistical handbooks, serials and newspapers, geographical aids. biographical
materials, primary sources and dissertations, legal sources, and government
publications. The categories are subdivided into periods of history, such as
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.. Medieval and Modern, and sometimes into countries in which case reference
guides in the native language are provided.
This volume is not for casual reading but intends to be an informative.
readily accessible handbook for exploring the library's many reference materials.
Containing steps for researching a topic, from checking the card catalog to con-
sulting government publications, the book proves most valuable to the student
Or amateur historical writer, someone who is not yet familar or comfortable in
using the wealth of resource material in print. Bound in paperback or cloth,
The Historian's Handbook is a worthwhile addition to every writing historian's
library.
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Carolyn Koch
Lane City, Texas
The Hereditary Register of the United States of America 1972. Edited
by Jobn Griffin Rountree and Charles Owen Johnson. Richmond
(Whittet and Shepperson), 1972. P. 474. $20.
The Bicentennial Era is expected to renew interest in our nation's history
as well as in its patriotic societies. In keeping with that expectation this volume
is intended to be to America what Burke's LANDED GENTRY OF GREAT
BRITAIN is to England. THE HEREDITARY REGISTER includes hereditary
organizations whose members have prOven lineal descent from ancestors resident
in the United States not later than the time of the American Revolut,ion.
THE REGISTER contains a listing of many such hereditary societies. It is
divided into two major portions. The first lists hereditary societies and gives data
on their history, their purposes and objectives, their membership requirements,
their current national officers, and their insignia. Only those societies have
been included which require the applicants, in at least one class of memberships, to
establish under the most rigid genealogical standards, their descent, generation by
generation, from qualifying ancestors.
The second section contains biographical data on prominent officers and
members of the societies listed alphabetically. The selection of persons included
was done by an anonymous committee composed of past and present national
officers. of the nation's leading patriotic and hereditary societies. It is difficult to
determine any criterion for the selection of those listed. Many included are not
officers in the societies, either on the state or national level. Their prominence
is not questioned, but it seems inappropriate to include a random sampling of
chapter members and to omit most of the national presidents of the various
societies. Only one·fourth of the National Presidents, Regents and Commanders
were included. If THE HEREDITARY REGISTER wishes to rival Burke's
LANDED GENTRY these National officers should be included because of the
prominence of their offices, if for no other reason.
This volume will be an asset to public libraries because it contains an
excelIent description of the societies, their histories and their requirements. The
requirements are occasionally incomplete, but space is limited. The listing of
Hereditary Societies is lengthy, but several are conspicious by their absence:
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The Nation Society of Magna Charta Dames; Colonial Order of the Crown; The
Society of Descendants of King William I, The Conqueror and His Companions
at Arms; The Society of Friends of St. George and the Association of De-
scendants of the Knights of the Garter; Order of Washington; Society of Old
Plymouth Colony Descendants; Plantagent Society; and The Hugenot Society
of the Founders of Manakin in the Colony of Virginia.
THE HEREDITARY REGISTER does a fine job describing some of the
hereditary societies in America. A complete register will be a difficult task due
to the proliferation of such societies in recent years. This is a valuable beginning,
but only a beginning.
Carolyn Reeves Ericson
Nacogdoches, Texas
The First Spanish Entry Into San Francisco Bay, 1775. Edited by John
Galvin. San Francisco (John Howell Books), 1971. Illustrations.
P. 130. $7.50.
These journals, reports and letters written by three priests, a sailing master
and the commander of a Spanish frigate, offer an excellent opportunity for
comparing descriptions of a certain event. There is always a problem of
subjectivity in any historical analysis of a given situation, but it is one of particular
interest for scholars of Spanish and Latin American history. All too often, from
the time of the Spanish conquests, historians of other nations have made deroga-
tory comment on Spaniards' character and treatment of Indians. The English,
French, Dutch, and later the U.S., by making the Spanish look wrong, could
justify their own intervention into these areas. In 1775, again France and
England were locked in fierce struggle for world domination, and Russia under
Catherine the Great had already shown an appetite for new colonies in this part
of the world. Spain's California had never been safe from these nations and now
the danger was greater than ever. Even the little group of colonies on the
Atlantic were challenging the British Crown and, once independent, might become
interested in this valuable territory.
Junipero Serra, soon after he arrived in Mexico in 1750, began to preach
the necessity of founding colonies on California's coast that the Spanish might
protect the Indians there. So for the Church as well as the Crown, knowledge of
this Bay as a base for future operations was of major importance.
From the journal of Father Miguel de la Campa, we hear of Captain
Manique's mental aberration and a shooting accident which wounded the second
officer, Lieutenant Ayala. Though shot in the foot, he was given command of
the San Carlos being equipped for the California venture. From this seemingly
unimportant human interest event. the first man to set foot on the San Francisco
shore was a sailing master and not the usual officer in command! Father
Vicente Santa Maria takes up the narrative in a report to his superior which was
sent to the Viceroy of New Spain, Antonio Maria Bucareli, in Mexico City. The
first reconnaissance of the harbor by the sailing master, Jose Canizares, is de-
scribed, but it is the customs, dress, and character of the Indians that fascinate
•
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Viva L. Rainey
Centenary College of Louisiana
Mexico. By Robert E. Quirk. The Modern Nations in Historical Per-
spective. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey (Prentice-Hall, Inc.), 1971.
pp. vili, 152. $5.95 hardbound, $2.45 paperback.
Although Robert Quirk states (p. 134) the "Southwest United States was
Spanish longer than it has been American and its study forms a natural part of
Mexican history," he cannot devote a large amount of space to the separation of
Texas from Mexico or to the Mexican War. These periods of special interest to
Texas historians are treated in a straight-forward manner in the text, PP. 58-60,
67-70, and the still unsatisfied reader is referred, (pp. 134, 143), to the standard
works and the most recent English-language scholarship in the excellent, lengthy
bibliographic essay.
However, the value of Robert Quirk's essay lies in the store of information
and interpretation that it presents the reader in such a brief form. Covering
man's development in the geographic area of Mexico from 7,500 B.C. through
Luis Echeverria's recent election to the Mexican Presidency, the essay constantly
reminds the reader of the Mexican's peculiar concern for his own history. After
an introductory chapter delineating this concern for history and a chapter on the
Indian cultures, tho remainder of the book describes how Spanish, other
European, and United States institutions and ideas have interacted with the
original Indian cultures to produce modern Mexico.
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Father Vicente. His comments on their "friendly generosity", their food. hair
styles, and canoes, are sufficiently detailed to enable artists to make some
excellent drawings, included in the book. The Indians' attitudes toward their
elders, their obedience, docility and hospitality were much respected by the
Spaniards. The subjective values of a priest are interestingly shown by Father
Cicente's. statement that; 'What is certain is that they themselves, [these "un-
fortunates"] seem to be asking a start at entering within the fold of our Catholic
religion."
From the journal of Juan Manuel de Ayala, we have corroboration of all
these accurate descriptions of the Indians' character and customs. Again, we see
Captain Ayala.'s admirable personality in that he gives. credit to his sailing
master for his bravery and fine reports on the new land surveyed. Natural to an
expeditionary ship commander, he described the harbor and its great strategic
value. He also reports. the first Mass said in this Bay and his rea<;ons for naming
certain islands. These accounts and those of Jose Canizares who included a
map of San Francisco Bay, were remarkably well done.
The final section is an account by Father Crespi who had accompanied the
Fages land expedition in 1772. They had seen and reported the Bay and there~
fore played an important part toward influencing the Viceroy of New Spain to
send the San Carlos expedition. Here too, we have verification of a great deal of
the valuable information given in the other reports, with more fine drawings
and maps. .
•
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Quirk's Mexico is a versatile book. A tourist or lay reader will find a great
nation described in a factually informative style which stimulates curiosity about
that country's past and present. The professional historian, particularly the
Mexican specialist, encounters a good synthesis of new research and new inter-
pretation combined with an extensive, useful bibliographic essay. The Texan
will find a good brief history of that country which is now their southern neigh-
bor, but, which for almost three hundred years, was their historical companion.
Perhaps the best thing that can be said of Quirk's book is that it leaves one with
the impression that a Mexican intellectual or historian would rate it an excellent
book of its type-a short, synthesizing essay on Mexico's political and cultural
heritage.
Thomas Schoonover
University of Southwestern Louisiana
The Presidents of Mexican Texas, 1824-1836. By Jenkins Garrett and
Kenneth D. Yielding. Odessa (The University of Texas of the
Permian Basin and the Presidential Museum), 1971. P. 35.
Illus., biblio.
The Presidents of Mexican Texas is the first publication of the University
of Texas of the Permian Basin and The Presidential Museum. The booklet
consists of two articles, "Two Cultures Meet" by University of Texas Regent
Jenkins Garrett and ''Texas and Her Mexican Presidents" by Odessa College
Professor of History Kenneth D. Yielding.
Garrett's article, first delivered September 16, 1971, during the "Grito de
Dolores" luncheon, is a comment on the Spanish and Mexican influences on the
state of Texas. Some of the influences noted are the names of most rivers,
physical features, and towns in the state. Additional Spanish and Mexican
influences can be found in certain words in the English language, land laws of
Texas, and the techniques of ranching which were adopted from the Mexicans
to suit the environment of the plains.
The second article, "Texas and Her Mexican Presidents", studies the Presi-
dents of· the Republic of Mexico and their relationship to Texas. During the
years that Texas was a part of the Republic of Mexico, that country had eleven
presidents whose decisions and actions had "a profound and lasting effect upon
Texas and Texans." Yielding begins with a description of the new Mexican
government and follows that \Vith short sketches of each of the eleven Presidents,
with special emphasis on their actions which especially affected Texas.
This booklet is an excellent beginning for the publication activities of the
University of Texas of the Permian Basin and The Presidential Museum. The
study of both the Spanish influence in Texas and the period of the Republic of
Mexico should never be lost under the impact of Anglo-American colonization.
The space limitations of this booklet have, naturally, forced the authors to be
brief and further study in these areas is needed. But this booklet would be of
interest to anyone interested in Texas History.
Janet L. Jelen
Norman, Oklahoma
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A Tour to Northern Mexico, 1846-1847. By Frederick A. Wislizenus.
Glorieta, New Mexico (The Rio Grand Press, Inc.), 1969. Pp.
141.
This facsimile edition of Dr. Wislizenus' account of his 1846-47 journey
through Northern Mexico is the forty-fifth title in the Beautiful Rio Grande
Classics series of basic source books in American History. A reprinting of the
doctor's 1839 Journey to the Rocky Mountains, appeared earlier in the series.
The first edition was published in 1848 as United States Senate Miscellaneous
Document No. 26, 30th Congress, 1st Session, at the instance of Senator Thomas
Hart Benson from Missouri. The publication at hand is a facsimile of the original
complete with reproductions of the map, geological sketch, elevation profile
chart and botanical appendix which appeared in the original 5200 copy edition.
There have been added a publisher's preface and a brief introduction by Armand
W. Reeder.
A Gennan liberal expatriate trained in medicine in Zurich, Dr. Wislizenus
was practicing medicine in St. Louis in partnership with Dr. George Engelmann,
who became well-known as a naturalist and botannical collector. The author,
a competent geologist and naturalist himself, decided to undertake a journey from
Independence to Santa Fe and from there to Northern Mexico and Upper
California with his principal object being scientific. He desired to examine the
geography, natural history and resource statistics of the region. "The intention,
in short, ... was to gain information of a country that was but little known" (p. 3).
The outbreak of war between Mexico and the United States caused Wislizenus
to change his plans. At Santa Fe he decided to go to Chihuahua where the
circumstances of the war again gave his journey a new direction. Mter being
freed from an area detention, he joined Col. Doniphan's regiment as a Burgeon
for the march via Monterrey to Reynosa and thence by water to New Orlean!.
His account covers a fourteen-month period during which he travels 2,200 miles
over land.
Interspersed with diary-like entries detailing distances traversed, places visited,
people encountered and scientific observations recorded, are somewhat more
detailed accounts of New Mexico and Chihuahua including boundaries, rivers,
soil conditions, economic activities including agriculture, stock raising and
mining, climate, history, manners and customs. There are descriptions of Santa
Fe, Albuquerque, El Paso del Norte, Chihuahua City and Cosihuiriachi.
While Dr. Wislizenus' account of his earlier trip is pure Americana, this
second volume is a mixture of southwestern and northern Mexican interest.
Almost half the text data is his travels along the Santa Fe Trail in the CQmpany
of the caravan of a Santa Fe trader. One is struck by the "business as usual"
attitude prevailing in the New Mexico community during the early phases of the
war between Mexico and her northern neighbor. The balance of the volume
consists of the memoirist's record of his travels and residence in Northern
Mexico as well as a day to day account, covering some twenty pages, of his
experiences with Col. Doniphan's regiment. It was the latter account's timeliness
rather than its proportion of the journal which accounts for the reference to it in
the book's subtitle.
The writer is a perceptive observer and a careful and succinct recorder of
what he has seen. He appears to have been more interested in plants, geological
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formations and barometrical observations than in human and social affairs, hut
the latter are not ignored. There is an oc:casional glimpse of local history as be
explains the origin of a place name or some recent events which had occurred
there.
The facsimile edition is well·presented and printed, even including the
sixteen·page signature which the publisher points out was badly "foxed" in the
original from which they had to work. Students of American southwestern
history will find the book an interesting added source book for readings in the
history of the southwest while Mexicanists will welcome the easier availability of
the observations of a keen observer of selected events in northern Mexico from
late April through May 1847. While there are fuller and richer accounts, these
memoirs represent additional raw material for the historian of that period.
Stanley R. Ross
Austin, Texas
Mexico and the Old Southwest, People, Palaver, and Places. By Hal-
<!een Braddy. Port Washington, N. Y. (Kennikat Press), 1971.
pp. xi, 229. $12.50.
Haldeen Braddy has assembled what he calls "8 miscellany of folktale and
myth" from his published papers. The result is a colorful, informative, and
rather .chaotic volume that varies considerably in its quality of scholarship and
composition. Some of the essays are fascinating, some are superficial, and a
number are repetitious. At times Braddy writes handsomely, effortlessly integrat·
ing Spanish and Anglo words, yet some of his essays are journalistic and hack-
neyed in style. The book is poorly organized giving little evidence that pains
were taken to weave the essays into a consistent whole or weed duplicate
materials.
The title attempts to spread a blanket over the whole collection, but a
Missouri item on Jesse James and three folk tales from East Texas stand out like
the proverbial sore thumb and serve to demonstrate what a huge gulf separates
the cultures of East and West Texas. The East Texas reader will find here a few
hunting yarns, a riddle, and a spook story from Sulphur Springs as well as a
reminder that Pecos Bill was reputedly born in the Piney Woods of East Texas.
The rest will strike him as alien indeed.
Braddy is no alien to the Borderland, however, and he interprets that area
with relish and insight. While the Rio Grande separates two cultures it also
creates a third culture populated by smugglers, addicts, prostitutes, law men,
cockers~ buH fighters, and old Villistas who recount endless legends regarding
their hero. Braddy himself is ambivalent towards Villa, hating him and loving
him in turn, and he adopts a similarly uncertain attitude towards those engaged
in the nefarious drug traffic. He does not hide his admiration for the inventive-
and colorful jargon and life·style of the Pachucos and other underworld figures
who haunt the Border. yet in another essay he acknowledges the great threat
which the drugs so prevalent along this. Border pose for civilized society.
Folklorists will find a treasury of words, riddles, and tales here, and the historian
will find useful essays on Villa, Pershing, the Mexican Revolution, and the society
of the Border region.
•
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In this day of Women's Liberation one should be grateful for the many
vignettes of Border women which Braddy provides. Toreras such as "that
paragon of female fighters, the non-pareil Bette Ford," effectively destroy
stereotypes as well as bulls, and the vice molls such as notorious La Nacha
(lgnacia Jasso), "Nellie the Booze Queen," and their legion of perdidas (prosti-
tutes) and "runners" give ample proof that "Women's Lib" will not produce a
millenium of virtue on the Border Or anywhere else.
Author and editor have been guilty of more laxity and error than is usual
in scholarly publications, and even the typesetters went to sleep (p. 187!), yet the
book has many nuggets of value that makes it loud and clear that Mexico and
the Southwest comprise a fascinating retreat from our standardized civilization.
Edward Hake Phillips
Austin College
Goliad Survivor: Isaac D. Hamilton. By Lester Hamilton. San An-
~ tonio (The Naylor Company), 1971. P. 74. $4.95.
•
•
•
,
•
•
This small monograph was written about one of the survivors of the Goliad
Massacre, Isaac D. Hamilton, by his great-great-nephew, Lester Hamilton, former
co-owner and managing editor of the Herald-Press in Palestine, Texas.
An interesting story is woven from affidavits by the survivor which are
attested to by those closely associated with him, and which are on file in the
Texas University and Texas State Libraries in Austin. The author readily admits
that he verbalizes what must have bel?n some of the thoughts of the survivor,
however.
Standard works are utilized by the author, in a parallel account which com-
prises the middle of each chapter, to give the reader a running commentary of
the other major facts of the Texas Revolution. Actually only forty-one pages
deal specifically with the story of Hamilton. Contrary to publicity released by
the publisher, there is a published account of at least one other survivor of the
massacre at Goliad. J. C. Duval in his book, Early Times In Texas (originally
published in 1892 by H. P. N. Gammel & Co., Austin and later in facsimile
reproduction by the Steck Co., Austin, 1935) relates the adventures of Jack
Dobell and his successful attempt to escape the massacre at Goliad. Unlike
Hamilton, however, Duval was not wounded in his escape, which was in various
other points similar to Hamilton's.
The prisoners of Goliad had been promised their freedom but instead Were
marched out of the fort and shot on Palm Sunday, March 27, 1836. Isaac Hamil-
ton was severely wounded in the massacre but managed to escape detection of the
Mexican soldiers. Later in the day he met three others who had also eluded
their captors. The four escapees traveled by night and rested by day. The other
three unwounded men took turns carrying Hamilton for several days before he
insisted on being left behind so the others would have a better chance to survive.
Flashbacks are used by the author to inform the reader about the recruitment
of Hamilton and others in Courtland, Alabama, and the events preceding Goliad.
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Fannin's leadership abilities are called into question before the seige of
Goliad and he is blamed for the predictament of his command.
Hamilton, struggling to survive with blood oozing from his wounded legs,
managed to find a little food and to exist until discovered by Don Placido
Benavides of Victoria who had been caught in the middle of the war between the
Texans and Mexicans. While attempting to transport Hamilton in his wagon
to Victoria, Benavides was discovered by Mexican troops and turned Hamilton
over to them. Though very ill, HamiHon was harshly treated by the Mexicans
after reaching Victoria. Finally, however, Panchita Alavez, a Mexican lady in
sympathy with the Texans, aided Hamilton in escaping, which was easier at this
time for the news of Houston's victory at San Jacinto had reached Victoria and
caused panic throughout the Mexican command.
•
..,
•
Later events in the life of Isaac Hamilton are likewise quite colorful and
this interesting volume makes leisurely reading for the young as well as the older .,
student of Texas history.
Ronald C. Ellison
Beaumont, Texas
Victorian Lady on the Texas Frontier: The Jounw.l 01 Ann Raney
Coleman. Edited by Richard King. Norman (University of Okla-
homa Press), 1971. P. 206. $4.95.
Ann Raney Coleman was born in England in 181'0, came to Texas in 1832,
and died in the Lone Star state in 1897. Near the end of a lifetime of excitement
and tragedy, she wrote her memoirs. With a clear mind she recalled the
desperate flight of her family in the Runaway Scrape when a mass of war-
refugee Texians fled from the oncoming army of Santa Anna. In panic her first
husband, John Thomas, sold his Texas plantation at a loss. With her children,
husband, and few remaining slaves, she began a new life in Louisiana when
Thomas became overseer of a sugar planter's holdings. After his death in 1847,
Ann Raney married John Coleman who not only dissipated what little property
she had left, but who also treated her rather cruelly. The second marriage ended
in divorce.
During a yellow fever epidemic in New Orleans she returned to Texas in
1853. Ann Raney Coleman (she reassumed her former husband's name after the
divorce) worked during her later life as housekeeper and teacher. During the
Civil War she was once more caught as a non-combatant in a war zone when
Union troops shelled Lavaca.
There is much value in this little book for the researcher of social history,
such as glimpses of slavery on a small plantation, and the strained relationship
between a planter's wife and a female domestic slave who had been a member
of the planter's household before his marriage. In addition, the hardships of
civilians in the Texas Revolution and the Civil War are revealing. During the
latter conflict, for example, Mrs. Coleman and other women constantly pressed
local authorities to supply them with food and fuel. Often they were successful
but usually they obtained such necessities through their own efforts. The Vic-
torian Lady was delighted when a strong wind collapsed the nearby Baptist
•
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church one night "as it was a very old building." When daybreak arrived I~e
found ourselves in possession of a lot of lumber for firewood." Insights into
the insecure life and meagre salary of a frontier teacher are also found in this
work. Finally, problems of Victorian marital relationships abound. Ann Raney's
first marriage was severely strained during the Runaway Scrape when her
husband, after losing his plantation, lapsed into a severe mental depression. She
divorced her second husband, and her only child to reach maturity, a daughter,
was also divorced.
Using various manuscript collections and secondary works, the editor has
supplied the reader with a plethora of footnotes which describe characters, towns,
and events mentioned in the "journal." King has also used footnotes to supply
substantiating evidence in order to stress the historical veracity of the work.
The only criticism which this reviewer would offer is that the subtitle appears to
be a misnomer. "The Reminiscences of Ann Raney Coleman" would be more
accurate. But most importantlYt Victorian Lady captures the tragedy and the
indomitable spirit of 19th century Texas.
Donald E. Green
Central State University of Oklahoma
Louis T. Wigfall: Southern Fire-Eater. By Alvy L. King. Baton Rouge
(Louisiana State University Press), 1970. Illustration, notes,
bibliography, and index. Pp. ix, 259. $10.00.
The audacious Louis Wigfall at Fort Sumter---on an unauthorized mISSIon,
in a small boat, with a white flag tied onto the end of his sword, demanding
Major Robert Anderson's surrender--such usually is the only image that one can
conjure up of this complex southern politician. A secessionist twenty-five years
before the Civil War, Wigfall worked as hard and as flamboyantly as any other
man to create the Confederacy.
Originally a South Carolinian-in WigfaU's early years be "could not
remember anything good about his state's relations with the federal government"
(p. 7)-he fell into "social and political as well as financial" bankruptcy (p. 20)
and therefore moved to Texas in 1846 seeking a new life, living first in Nacog-
doches and then in Marshall. Taking advantage of turbulent conditions, and the
John Brown incidents, he became politically prominent and led the Texans into
greater and greater distrust of the North, ultimatelY into secession. He served
Texas as a senator in both the United States and Confederate congresses. Then,
after the Confederacy collapsed, he briefly returned to his adopted state, walking
all the way from Georgia.
Probing Wigfall's personality, King hammers hard at the point that Wigfall
was paranoid and an aristocratic militarist "without the slightest identification
with the ideas of liberty and equality." (p_ 156). In disposition, Wigfall mingled
a devilwmay-care zestfullness with a rather persistent death-wish. Finding no
solace in religion, he believed that it might be a fiction, and shockingly once
admitted that if he had any prospects of a happy life after death. he would
commit suicide.
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Thus, finding instantaneous self·destruction undesirable, Wigfall went about
the business much more slowly and systematically; destroying as much of his
world as he could. along with himself. Paradoxically, there seems little doubt
that Wigfall consciously loved the South and the Confederacy. The trouble was
that, like Jefferson Davis-with whom he at first enjoyed a close relationship,
and then bitter enmity later-Wigfall could not bring himself to be revolutionary
enough. He was one of the most able and thoroughly devoted of Confederate
congressmen, yet he stood ready to sacrifice all rather than to yield on compro-
miseable points.
King suggests that his biography of Wigfall is a "case study of the radical
brand of southern proslavery leaders often referred to as 'fire-eaters.' (vii-viii).
Actually it points to the need for much more work on all the fire-eaters. His-
toriographically, it is mostly a return (perhaps justifiably) with refinements to
the Revisionist "blundering generation" theory formulated by James G. Randall,
but at times King seems overly insensitive to the sophistication of Allan Nevins'
New Nationalist interpretation, particularly on the matter of racial adjusment.
The biography is excellent, both readable and noteworthy for its research,
but it remains somehow disturbing. Most importantly, we still do not know
enough about Wigfall's role in its cOntext on the stage of history. Both person-
ality and circumstance interact to influence events; their proportionate importance
and relative interaction need investigation. I think King badly overplays his
paranoia thesis in Wigfall's case, while leaving us hanging and pondering how,
if at all, it might apply in other cases. If Wigfall was paranoid, then were all
the fire-eaters similarly afflicted? Is paranoia what made a man become a fire-
eater? In the present work King appears to imply this, and even that the. whole
southern people displayed some mental disorder.
On another plane, some of King's basic interpretations provoke disagreement.
In spite of his disclaimer, one does sense a notion of inevitability in the picture
as he paints it. Finally, King's alternatives are too simple. For example, "too
many southerners," he says. ''were like Wigfall in failing to understand how they
could share in the industrial revolution, how they could prosper economically
and survive socially by ending slavery and incorporating freed Negroes into
southern society." (p. 116). That would have been asking an awful lot of mid-
nineteenth century southerners, and just too much of Louis T. Wigfall.
Herman Hattaway
University of Missouri-Kansas City
Dear America: Some Letters Of Orange Cicero and Mary America
(Aiken) Conrwr. Edited by Seymour V. Connor. Austin (Pember-
ton Press), 1971. Pp. 132. Index. $6.95.
The title of this interesting book, as is 'Seen. is taken from the common
salutation of the letters written by O. C. Connor to his wife. It is the compilation
of some forty letters spanning the years from 1852 to 1865. The letters have
been meticulously edited by Connor, a descendent, although the relationship is
not exactly established.
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This work seems to have been largely genealogically inspired, but the
dustjacket information claims that the book is of much research value to the
historian. Certainly it will be of value to those interested in the early families
and histories of Cass, Red River and Lamar counties. Further, is will be of some
value to those doing research in the Trans-Mississippi Confederacy since most of
the letters were written while Connor was serving in Walker's Texas Division.
Connor's brief association with the headquarters staff of General Edmund .Kirby~
Smith offers an enticing glimpse into an obscure corner of the Confederacy.
The Connor letters offer a refreshing, unvarnished first-hand account of the
rural life in north-east Texas and of camp life in the Confederate army. O. C.
Connor came to Texas with his family and in 1852 married Mary America Aiken.
He was a successful farmer who owned considerable land and seventeen slaves
by 1860. With the outbreak of the Civil War Connor enlisted in the 19th Texas
Infantry Regiment and was elected a Lieutenant in his company. His letters to
America relate mostly to camp life, news of relatives, and instructions to her on
how to manage the farm in his absence. This task she apparently performed
quite well in spite of the home-front shortages and other hardships. Their slaves
remained faithful and docile and kept the farm productive. In fact, it would
appear that the relationship between the Connors and their chattels was almost
family-like, a closeness that would continue after the war.
The editor, perhaps professionally bound, cites the last two letters as further
evidence of the revisionist school of Reconstruction. He concludes that as far as
the principals involved in the correspondence are concerned that Reconstruction
was not as harsh as has been traditionally depicted. Without wishing to belabor
the point, it might be noted that confined to the same microcosmic evidence one
could conclude the same about the Civil War.
Perhaps the true merit of this book lies not sa much in the epologue Or
prologue but in the highly skillful manner in which the letters were edited.
Dear America could well be the textbook example on how to go about this sort
of thing. Connor's research is exacting and thorough and the reader is left in
little doubt about the proper names and places mentioned in the correspondence.
Heavy use was made of census records and state and national archives. Perhaps
a little morc reliance on primary Civil War sources and less on Henderson's
work would have strengthened the book. But this is a minor point overshadowed
by the contribution the book makes as a whole to the field of Texana. It is
truly a pleasure to read.
Robert W. Glover
Tyler Junior College
The Black Infantry in the West, 1869-1891. By Arlen L. Fowler.
Westport, Conn. (Greenwood Publishing Corp.), 1971. pp. 167.
$9.50.
In 1866 Congress authorized the creation of six black regiments-two of
cavalry and fOUf of infantry-to serve under white officers in the Regular Army.
Three years later the infantry regiments were reduced to two-the Twenty-fourth
and Twenty-fifth regiments-and assigned to dut~' fln the Texas frontier. In 1880
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the Twenty-fifth Infantry was transferred to Dakota Territory, and the Twenty-
fourth was sent to occupy posts first in Indian Territory and later in Arizona.
In his study, The Black Infantry in the West, Arlen Fowler, a history professor
at Eastern Illinois University at Charleston, reviews the history of the two black
regiments during the period of the Indian Wars. As most of the enlisted men
were illiterate and left no records, he bases his research primarily on War
Department records, government documents, and a wide variety of published
literature. Although it attempts to rescue the black regiments from obscurity and
delineate their contributions to the winning of the West, his book lacks the
dimensions and research to fulfill that purpose.
Fowler's study contains seven chapters. The first four describe the service
of black infantry first in the Southwest and later in the Dakotas and Arizona.
Primarily assigned to housekeeping tasks, the blacks were generally scattered
in company-size units among several posts, where they were used for guards,
escort duty, and construction work. When in the field they were often auxiliaries
to the black cavalry, and only rarely were in combat. The author dwells on the
privations the blacks suffered, the monotony of their duties, and the discrimina-
tion they endured. Less is said about the nature, abilities, and success of the
white officers who trained, disciplined, and led them. In these chapters, it is
interesting to note that J. Evetts Haley's works on Fort Concho and the military
campaigns in West Texas (where both black cavalry and infantry figured promin-
ently) were not cited, nor were contemporary Texas newspapers used as sources.
The author emphasizes that the desertion rate was low, but does not present
statistics on the re-enlistment rate. One wonders also about the marksmanship
of the black infantry, and the frequency of their arrest and time spent in the
guardhouse.
The remaining chapters are topical. Here the author discusses army
education for blacks, army attitudes toward blacks, and the need for more
studies of black military accomplishments. The chapter on army education is
one of the best in the book. It emphasizes the role the chaplains played in
starting schools for black soldiers, and in fonnulating policy for general army
programs. Army attitudes toward black soldier varied considerably. General
Ord, for example, declared that black infantryment were irresponsible and
inefficient, and that extra officers were required for record keeping in their
regiments. General Terry, however, found the black troops submissive, well
behaved, and easily disciplined. Field and company grade officers serving with
the black regiments generally praised their men.
•
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•Fowler's book contains a foreword by William H. Leckie (author of The
Buffalo Soldiers), four photographs pertinent to the Twenty-fourth and Twenty-
fifth regiments, chapter notes, a bibliography, and an index. The text is remark-
ably free of typographical errors. Samuel Maxey's middle initial (p. 122) should .)
be B., instead of D. Historians will welcome this book, for it calls attention to
the great need for additional studies of the black contributions to Western if
military history.
Harwood P. Hinton
University of Arizona
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The Diamond Bessie Murder and the Rothschild Trials. By Traylor
Russell. Waco (Texian Press), 1971. First Limited Edition.
Pp. vi, 183. Appendices, illus., bibliography.
In 1877 the relatively stable, affluent port town and trading center of
Jefferson, Texas was undergoing changes that were to lead to her eventual
decline. The centuries-old Great Raft, a series of permanent logjams, had been
removed from Red River in 1874. This lowered the water level of Cypress
Bayou and hastened the decline of Jefferson as a port town. The extension and
re-routing of certain railroads to the west, after 1876, also contributed to her
long-range economic problems. Nevertheless, radical Reconstruction had come
to an end and Jefferson, like much of the country, Was optimistic, aggressively
materialistic, and caught up in the prevailing economic and transportation revolu-
tions. It was a time when traditional public and private morality were at a low
ebb. Scandals rocked the Grant administration, flamboyant railroad builders
made the headlines, and the last West was being conquered and settled.
It was in this milieu that Jefferson's and East Texas' most famous murder
and murder trial took place. The "B~ssie Diamond" story has elements of both
a melodrama and a Greek tragedy. It concerns a handsome gambler from a
wealthy family (Abe Rothschild), and a beautiful, bejeweled prostitute (Diamond
Bessie), who for reasons unclear, end up in January of 1877 in Jefferson, Texas,
traveling under the name of Mr. and Mrs. A. Monro. When Bessie is found
murdered, Abe is charged. There are three indictments, a change of venure,
appeals, tW() trials and all the legal maneuvering that sensation and money bring
to such cases. It was natunil that a folklore of myth and legend would grow up
about the murder and court proceedings. Jefferson annually presents a play The
Deadly Jewels of Diamond Bessie: A Historical Tragedy, commemorating the
famous trial. Traylor Russell, a prominent East Texas attorney and local his-
torian, grew up listening to the many contradictory stories. This book is his
attempt to separate fact from fiction. The book is organized from a lawyer's
frame of reference, rather than as integrated narrative history. Although Russell
presents much of the folklore (frOm interviews), plus various East Texas news-
paper accounts, the larger part of the bGOk is reproduced evidence from copies
of court records presented at various legal proceedings. For example, each
indictment is reprinted verbatim, and approximately one-third of the book is
made of appendices of parts of transcripts from these legal proceedings.
The general reader would probably like a more integrated narrative account
of the famous case, but this bGOk is for those people of the region who know
the story. It is for those who want all the evidence possible-the name of every
judge, lawyer, clerk of court, witness and juror. The author has served these
people well, for it is a reference book on the case. The ten photographs and the
inside cover map-montage of 1877 Jefferson make this little bGOk of local
history both useful and attractive.
Hubert H. Humphreys
Louisiana State University, Shreveport
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Stealing Stick. By Judge T.Whitfield Davidson. Marshall, Texas (Port
Caddo Press), 1969.
I knew what a broadax, a puncheon, and a froe were before I read this
book. A "stealing stick," however, was not only outside the range of my
experience hut it also brought up a different image every time the words passed
through my mind. The problem was that I was thinking of "stealing" as a
modifier when it was really a verb. That is, One "steals stick" from somebody
else. He who does this, by the way. casts himself in the same category as One
who "rides a saw."
Judge Whitfield Davidson discusses "stealing stick" in the first section of
his book by that name, which deals with the folklore and old-time customs in
East Texas. Log-rolling was one of those customs, and a log-rolling was had
when somebody wanted to clear some ground for cultivation. He sent the word
out that the job was to do, and at an appointed time his friends, kin, and
neighbors showed up to help him do it. The job was to get all the brush and
timber in a pile sO it could be burned. To get the logs to the brush pile the men
had to take them there on hand spikes, which are hickory poles 5 or 6 feet long.
A crafty hand-spike manipulator could steal a little stick by getting the log a few
inches closer to his partner than it was to him, thus throwing the burden of the
weight on the other man. Stealing stick was usually done good·naturedly, like
playing a joke on a friend. If the title has any further significance, I couldn't
find it. From what I gathered of Judge Davidson from reading his book and
talking to him on the phone, he neither stole stick nor rode the saw during his
long life.
Judge Davidson was ninety-one when he wrote Stealing Stick, and I guess it
was his tribute to a rich life. He was born and raised in rural Harrison County,
Texas, and that's the part of East Texas he writes about. He passed the Texas
bar exam in 1903 when he was twenty·seven and politicked his way from county
attorney through state senator to lieutenant governor under Pat Neff. He spent
most of his life on the bench and has been a U.S. District Judge since 1936.
He'll be ninety·six this year, and he has just finished another book.
Judge Davidson divides his book into three parts. The first part deals with
the folklore of pioneer East Texas, and in a way it's a how-to book faT prospec~
tive pioneers. He discusses clearing land, planting, building, and many of the
survival details of early East Texas life, as well as the songs the settlers sang and
the games they played. He looked back on this simpler, Jess·duttered life with
a natural nostalgia. He had survived in it and had risen to the top of its pecking
order. He couldn't do anything but love it and the values it now romantically
represents. The values were those that the McGuffey Readers hammered jnto
their young audiences-industry, respect for elders, kindness towards one's fellow
man, ultimately a sense of service and duty, Davidson calls these the pioneer
virtues and implies that modern education is sadly lacking in its neglect of the
McGuffey Reader approach. There's a possibility that he's right.
The second part of Stealing Stick is a collection of courtroom tales and
anecdotes that Judge Davidson remembered from his career. They are interest·
ing and sometimes humorous, but have obviously lost something between the
telling and the writing down.
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The last part of the book has a section on Charles A. Culberson, evidently
Davidson's lifetime hero, and brief accounts of the Diamond Bessie murder case
and the Regulator-Moderator War,
Stealing Stick is easy to read. Judge Davidson wrote it in a leisurely style
with no great attention to historical or sociological details. He told these tales
easily because they were a part of him. They all have the smell of the county
courthouse about them. This is the sort of talk you could hear if you had the
time to sit on the bench in the courthouse hall or had coffee with the lawyers
and clerks and the other county employees. Judge Davidson's life was intimately
associated with courthouse and county seats and he shares some of these pleasant
times with us.
Francis Edward Abernethy
Stephen F. Austin State University
Cowboy Lore. By Jules Verne Allen. San Antonio (The Naylor Com-
pany), 1971. $5.95.
Jules Verne Allen was not only a working cowboy at the beginning of this
century, he was also one of the earliest professional singers of cowboy songs,
an avocation which he performed over radio stations in Texas, California, and
New York, and on Victor Records where he bore the title of "the Original
Singing Cowboy" (several years before Gene Autry and Roy Rogers made
similar claims), This little volume bears some significance, then, for two
reasons: it is an authentic introduction to cowboy life and lore by a native-born
Texan who lived the life of which he spoke, and it is a useful, though admittedly
impressionistic, vignette of an early folk entertainer. The book should be of
interest, therefore, to students in a wide range of disciplines.
The first part of the book is a rather disorganized, anecdotal assemblage of
facts about cowboy and trail life, interspersed with poems sent to him by
admirers, and vignettes and jokes concerning cowboy activities. Contemporary
women liberationists should be pleased with Allen's essay on "successful ranch-
women," Part II is composed of five pages of brand diagrams augmented by a
brief commentary on the history and utility of cattle branding. Part Ill, a
"cowboy dictionary," contains terms native to the roundup, cattle drive, and
cattle industry, as well as a brief glossary of Spanish words used in range and
cattle work.
For the student of music and folklore, Part IV should prove to be most
interesting, In a section entitled "Songs of the Range," Allen presents both the
words and music to thirty-seven songs which were popular with the cowboys.
Allen correctly makes much of the Southern origins of both the cowboy and his
song, but underemphasizel) the wide-ranging origins of his musical repertory.
The selections demonstrate that the cowboy ballad did not always spring full·
blown from the mind of the individual cowboy. The songs chosen include the
Sixteenth Century ballad, "Barbara Allen," the Northern music-hall song, "Buf-
falo Gals," the Blind Andy Jenkins' composition, "Billy the Kid," as well as
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such cowboy "standards" as "The Chisholm Trail." Because of the song section,
as much as for any other reason, the Naylor Company is to be commended for
its reprinting of this idiosyncratic little book.
Bill C. Malone
Visiting Associate Professor of History
Tulane University
Sculpture in Buckskin: An Autobiography, by Alexander Phimister
Proctor. Edited by Hester E. Proctor. Norman (University of
Oklahoma Press), 1971.
Alexander Phimister Proctor was born in Canada in 1860, spent most of
his ninety year life in the United States, and enshrined much of our history and
wildlife in his excellent sculptures. Among his many works are The Rough
Rider, Pioneer Mother, The Circuit Rider, and Mustangs. The latter, a large
bronze, was installed in 1948 at the University of Texas. Proctor received pro-
fessional recognition in the fonn of numerous medals and awards. In addition
to being a fine artist Proctor was an avid outdoorsman. At the urging of family
and friends he wrote this autobiography which is edited by his daughter and
introduced by Vivian A. Paladin, editor of Montana: The Magazine 0/ Western
History.
Unfortunately. the book is disappointing. An unnecessarily large portion of
the work deals with Proctor's hunting adventures in fronti.er Colorado and other
parts of the West. While there can be little doubt that the author enjoyed-or
endured-a colorful and active life, the chronicle of narrow escapes is somewhat
pointless and. after a time, rather tiresome. It may be true, as his daughter
asserts, that Proctor's "tall tales delighted his friends"; yet, there seems little
need to publish them.
Happily, the second half of the book has more merit. Proctor discusses
his work and presents, with wit and humility, a narrative of some of his triumphs
and near triumphs. As an artist Proetor felt he should strive to capture true
beauty which he defined as follows: "First on my list is the baby, fresh from
nature's hand. Next comes the lovely woman and the physically perfect man.
Last but not least are the animals, especially the wild ones." The author was
largely successful in projecting realism and a life-like grace into most of his
work. Yet the depth and sensitivity that a man who produced such sculpture
must have possessed often fails to surface. The reader learns too little of
Proctor's impressions on art, on his times, or on the notable men, such as. Theo-
dore Roosevelt, with whom he was acquainted. Only occasionally may the
reader catch a fleeting glimpse of Praetor the man, and the glimpses are widely
scattered through loosely connected anecdotes. The introductory promise of a
"remarkable tapestry of humor, danger, honesty, artistic striving, [andl love" is
not kept. The material clearly possesses. this potential; regrettably the potential is
largely unfulfilled.
On a more positive note the book is enjoyable even if not especially
illuminating. The work contains an appendix of photographs of Proetor's work
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which provide a much more adequate commentary on the sculptor than do the
more than 200 pages of text. The reader seeking a few hOUTS of pleasant
diversion will be satisfied with the work. The historian hoping for an insightful
acquaintance with Proctor will find the book unrewarding.
Robert E, Zeigler
San Antonio College
Wiley Post, His Winnie Mae, and the World's First Pressure Suit. By
Stanley R. Mohler and Bobby H. Johnson. Smithsonian Annals
of Flight, No.8; Washington (Smithsonian Institution Press),
1971. Pp. iii, 127. Foreword, statement of appreciation, preface,
illustrations, notes. $1.50.
During the early 19308 newspaper-reading and radio-listening Americans,
however much they might have to struggle for their livelihood in the Great
Depression, could at least thrill to the exploits of an elite group of aviators who
continually attacked and overcame existing records for high-altitude and long-
distance aircraft flight. The most famous of this band of flyers in the immediate
post-Lindbergh period was chunky, Texas-born and Oklahoma-reared Wiley Post.
Like a number of his contemporaries, Post essentially taught himself to fly on the
midwestern barnstorming circuit in the 1920s, For Post learning to' fly meant
overcoming the loss of an eye in an oilfield accident. By 1930 he had won a
highly publicized cross-continental air race and had perfected his skills to such
an extent that he was ready to undertake some of the boldest adventures in the
history of flight.
A friend thought that Post "came as near to being a mechanical flying
machine as any human who ever held a stick." The mating of Post with his
Lockheed Vega named Winnie Mae-a sleek high-wing monoplane, surely one
of the most esthetically pleasing aircraft ever built-made for an extraordinarily
effective symbiosis of man and machine. Financing his aerial exploits was nearly
always problemmatical for Post in an era before lavish federal expenditures on
aeronautics, but with sporadic backing, mostly from Oklahoma oilmen, Post was
able to outfit his Winnie Mae tor a succession of daring projects, In 1931 the
thirty-two-year-old Post and Harold GaUy, his even younger navigator, became
internationaJ heroes by flying around the world from New York in less than nine
days. Their flight provided empirical support for long-held theories regarding
the disruption of biological rhythms in rapid travel over great distances. Two
years later Post accomplished an even more dazzling feat when he equipped his
plane with a gyroscope and radio compass and circumnavigated the globe alone,
shaving nearly a full day off his record. For the next two years Post concen-
trated on developing a practicable full~pressure flying suit so that he could
operate in the stratosphere at higher speeds. Late in 1934, wearing such a suit,
Post took his aircraft to a reported altitude of 50,000 feet. But Post's pioneering
career came to an end on August 15, 1935, when he and the beloved humorist
Will Rogers, in a new hybrid and aerodynamically unstable Lockheed monoplane,
crashed into a shallow lake near Point Barrow, Alaska. Both were instantly killed.
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Mohler, a physician and medical official with the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration, and Johnson, of the history department of Stephen F. Austin University,
have provided a succinct, inforrnation·packed, and generally readable account of
Post's career. Throughout the authors emphasize flight technology, especially
the numerous modifications Post ordered over the years for his Winnie Mae and
his careful work to perfect his pressure suit. Post emerges as a man who, despite
a scanty formal education, became a bri11iant technician who single-mindedly and
incessantly struggled to fly faster and farther.
The criticisms to be made of Mohler's and Johnson's book aTe fairly minor
ones. There are too many typographical errors (especially for a Government
Printing Office job). footnotes are played annoyingly at the end of chapters,
and there is no index. And while their volume is essentially technological history
and not biography. the reader still longs for some effort to explain Post and
others of his breed, the first generation of aviators who consciously combined
advanced aeronautical and aeromedical knowledge with their own lonely adven-
turing spirit. But Mohler and Johnson have written a good solid account, based
largely on personal interviews with Post's acquaintances, and they have induded
a collection of exceptionally helpful illustrations. All in all they have made a
worthy contribution to the Smithsonian Institution's Annals of Flight series.
Charles C. Alexander
Ohio University
Preston Smith: The Making of a Texas Governor. By Jerry Douglas
Conn. Austin (The Pemberton Press), 1972. Pp. 173. Bibliog-
raphy, illustrations, tables. $6.95.
Preston Smith is a subjective political biography that is generally laudatory
toward its subject. Written by a member of the governor's campaign staff, the
work is based mainly on interviews and author Jerry D. Conn's personal observa-
tions. The focus of the study is Smith's successful 1968 gubernatorial campaign.
While not nearly so valuable as it might have been, Preston Smith is never-
theless an interesting work. Conn is a politically knowledgeable writer, and he
provides some revealing glimpses into the functioning of Texas politics. Conn
stresses the importance of Smith's laboTOusly accumulated card file of personal
contacts. in putting together a state-wide campaign organization. Lacking
charisma, Smith relied heavily upon developing personal relationships, including
visits. to countless towns to call on leading citizens and even the mailing of
individually typed letters to the 47,000 families in Texas named Smith, asking
"don't you think it is about time one of us was governorT' (p. 100). In keeping
with this strategy. Smith's aides encouraged their candidate to avoid specific
issues. As one advisor stated, "You don't complicate your race with anything
except the big, few basic points on which you base your entire platfonn," which
in Smith's case were "efficiency in government" and "experience" (pp. 57, 58).
Only after entering the 1968 Democratic gubernatorial runoff primary against
liberal Don Yarborough did Smith's staff see "the obvious political advantage
to be gained from waging the fight on philosophical lines." At this point Smith
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became more outspoken in defense of conservatism and strove to keep "Yar-
borough in his liberal box" (pp. 128, 129). In all of their statewide races,
Smith's aides relied heavily upon the results of professional opinion polls in
developing the proper image for their candidate.
Smith himself emerges from the book as an ambitious and hard-working
conservative. Born poor, Smith worked his way through college and entered the
motion picture business in Lubbock in time to benefit from the wave of World
War II prosperity that swept through Texas. After achieving moderate wealth,
Smith entered politics, working his way up through both houses of the state
legislature, into the lieutenant governor's chair, and ultimately into the governor's
office. He does not appear to have gained much philosophical insight from his
experiences; indeed, Conn's description of Smith quite unintentionally conjures
visions of Jasper B. Shannon's "county-seat governing class."
Preston Smith has numerous weaknesses, not the least of which is the
printing (four separate pages in the reviewer's copy that should have contained
print did not, contributing to a certain lack of stylistic continuity). But for
political buffs, the work is well worth examining.
Numan V. Bartley
Fellow, Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars
Jimmy Banks, Money, Marbles and Chalk. Austin (Texas Publishing
Co., Inc.), 1971. $6.95.
Texas politics and politicians are rarely dull or uninteresting, and therefore,
any book dealing with the subject makes some contribution to an understanding
of the political processes in the state. However, it is doubtful as the publishers
claim that Money, Marbles and Chalk is the most important work ever written
about Texas politics. It is certainly not a scholarly work in the sense of foot-
notes and extensive bibliography, but deals in a narrative and anecdotal style
with Texas politicians from James (Pa) Ferguson to the current crop of candi-
dates for governor and senator. The title of the book, so the story goes, comes
from a dinner party held four years ago at which time President Lyndon B.
Johnson called aside Ben Barnes (the speaker of the Texas House) and told him:
"Ben. I just want you to know, that I'm for yOll-money. marbles and chalk."
Jimmy Banks. the author of the book, now edits the Sunday supplement
''Texas Star." and has had extensive experience observing the Austin scene. For
16 years he was the capital correspondent for the Dallas Morning News and
served on the staffs of Governors Price Daniel and Allan Shivers, and in this
book salutes the latter as "perhaps the greatest governor of all time." In addition
to using newspaper articles in his book. Banks interviewed many of the people
he writes about which makes it all the more informative, entertaining and some-
times surprising.
Chapters are devoted to such outstanding political figures as John B.
Connally. Ben Barnes, Lyndon B. Johnson, Preston Smith. Ralph W. Yarborough,
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John Tower, George Bush, Allan Shivers. Lloyd M. Bentsen, Jr., Dolph Briscoe,
Price Daniel and many others who have dominated the Texas political scene,
The author's explanation as to why these few men have played such commanding
roles in Texas politics is somewhat simplistic but revolves around the fact
that they have been dynamic personalities. Texas voters, while traditionally
Democrats, like strong leaders they can believe in and follow.
The author's likes and dislikes of individuals show through in his book.
Thus, his heroes besides Ben Barnes include John Connally, Allan Shivers and
Dolph Briscoe. The villians in the book are Preston Smith and Ralph Yar-
borough. One chapter alone is devoted to the controversy in the 1964 race for
United States Senator in which Billie Sol Estes was reported to have given
$50,000 to Ralph Yarborough. This was denied by Yarborough, but Banks
includes a report by Investigator O. N. Humphreys, Jr., then an intelligence
officer.for the Texas Department of Public Safety, that "transfer of money did,
in fact, take place."
In view of the closeness of President Johnson and John Connally, it is
particularly interesting to note the Connally estimation-not altogether favorable
-of LBJ's White House years:
"I had a very deep concern that Johnson was going too far too fast, not in
terms of what was wrong or in terms of whether a program was good or evil.
But 1 felt he was generating too many programs that were easily conceived, fairly
readily passed and very, very difficult to administer."
Money, Marbles and Chalk is a rich smorgasbord of biographical material
about political figures and major campaigns in the state. The appendix lists all
Texas governors, United States Senators from Texas, Attorneys General, Lieuten-
ant Governors, House Speakers, Secretaries of State and Treasurers. The book
lacks a philosophical or analytical framework for an understanding of Texas
politics and has no conclusions or evaluations. It is largely a collection of
vignettes, lengthy quotations, and personal evaluations of political figures by the
author. But it is written in an interesting style and gives some insight into the
state's recent political history.
Irving Dawson
University of Texas at Arlington
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